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ABSTRACT
MISSIONAL SMALL CHURCHES:
TFLANSITIONING A CHURCH FROM PASTORAL TO PROGRAM
by
M a r k Alan Lindstrom

The transition from a pastoral model to a program model of local church
ministry is one of the most difficult transitions churches experience. To discover
the characteristics of transition, research was needed to understand better
what makes this transition possible. This dissertation analyzed the presence of
emphasized qualities and/or transitional strategies in five Churches of the
Nazarene in Arkansas, Missouri, and Texas. Additionally, four churches were
selected for control.
The findings of the study affirmed the presence of values identified in the
literature review: spiritual renewal, pastoral leadership, lay empowerment, and
relational ministry.
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CHAPTER 1
OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY
The Problem and Its Setting
I have a special place in my heart for the small church. I was born and
raised in western Kentucky, where tobacco was king and small churches are
the norm. My earliest memories include my small Nazarene church and the
wonderful people there. My family was not native to the area, and though many
of the folks at this church were related by blood they welcomed us into their
family and loved us. Memories of Mrs. Martin, Brother and Sister Tucker,
Frances, Patsy, Teresa, and Ms. Richmond flood my mind. Pastors came and
went, but what remained consistent was the love and nurture I received in the
nursery, Sunday school rooms, and fellowship hall.
For most of my childhood, I thought we were the only Nazarene church
in the world. Many Churches of Christ and Baptist churches surrounded us,
and geography prevented full involvement in our denominational district. The
church was small. We were family, and like families we sometimes squabbled.
Congregational conflicts and arguments over buildings and facilities were
witnessed: families occasionally butt heads; pastors sometimes clashed with
parishioners. Squabbling is what family members sometimes do, and we were a
large family.
Our church attendance ranged between fifty and one hundred in
morning worship, but the consistent average attendance through those years
was about eighty. It was not until my teenage years that I began to ask why our
church was small. When the Assemblies of God built their new sanctuary on
the bypass, I witnessed a church growing. I wondered if our church could grow.
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In 1989 our church received a new pastor. He had been an evangelist
through most of his ministry. He was passionate about reaching our
community for Christ. His passion was contagious and our church began to
grow. He called the church to prayer and the young people of the congregation
responded. We experienced amazing miracles of redemption, healing,
reconciliation, and growth in that small town church. During this pastor’s
ministry, our average attendance reached over one hundred. The revival
continued for over two years. This pastor left in 1994. The revival subsided, and
the church once again averaged between seventy and eighty worshippers in
morning worship.
As I look back on this two-year revival experience, I notice several things.
The people prayed and they loved each other. They forgave each other and
overcame past hurts. They invited their friends and watched Christ redeem
them. They experienced the blessing and growth of entire sanctification, defined
as loving God and loving neighbor as Christ commanded. God renewed this
congregation, and the result was church growth. I became convinced growth
was possible for our small church. I am living testimony. I saw a church of love
and nurture become transformed into a church also characterized by spiritual
growth, evangelistic fervor, and missional vitality.
My life was qualitatively shaped by that small congregation. I have been
forever changed because of what I witnessed in that little place during those two
years of spiritual renewal and missional growth. I believe spiritual renewal and
missional growth can happen for any smaller church.
While attending Nazarene Theological Seminary I registered for a class
entitled, “Sociology of the Small Church,” taught by Jesse Middendorf, who
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formerly served as a district superintendent. During his time as a
superintendent, he served congregations averaging ten, one hundred, five
hundred, even one averaging two thousand. He became keenly aware of how
different small churches and large churches can be from one another.
Middendorf recognized that effective communication to both large and small
churches in his district required different methods. I also had opportunity to
cross-register at St. Paul School of Theology, a United Methodist seminary
where I took a class entitled, “White Soul.” The course was taught by a
sociologist of religion, Tex Sample, who introduced me to the sociology and
cultural practices of rural people.
My subsequent reading, plus my own experiences as a parishioner and
pastor in a small church context, convinced me that a study of smaller
churches in the Church of the Nazarene was warranted. Few small Nazarene
churches enjoy sustained numerical growth. This study identified five smaller
churches that have experienced numerical growth and were transitioning from
a “pastoral” model to a “program” model of church size and type. These terms
will be defined in a subsequent section.
Many paths exist for building the church in ways that honor Christ.
Small churches can form themselves into cooperative parishes where two or
more congregations partner together for increased ministry potential. The house
church movement allows smaller congregations to grow without the constraints
of limited facilities. Budding or planting another congregation is a viable option
for those wishing to maintain the familial nature of a numerically small
community of faith. Multisite or satellite worship venues are another way to
reach a different population or culture. This study focused on an equally
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legitimate pathway for expanding the kingdom of God: the numerical growth
inherent in the shift from a pastoral model to a program model of ministry. My
hope was to identify qualities that could be translated into other small church
contexts, helping other churches to grow in these same qualitative and
quantitative ways. My goal was to discover growing dynamic churches where
spiritual renewal and missional awareness was the norm not the exception.
Biblical/Theological Foundation
In his first letter to the Corinthian church, the apostle Paul contrasted
human and divine standards of greatness:
Brothers, think of what you were when you were called. Not many
of you were wise by human standards; not many were influential;
not many of noble birth. But God chose the foolish things of the
world to shame the wise; God chose the weak things of the world
to shame the strong. He chose the lowly things of this world and
the despised things—and the things that are not—to nullify the
things that are, so that no one may boast before him. (1 Cor. 1:2629, NIV)
The Corinthian Christians were perfect examples of how God takes the least
likely candidates and demonstrates his power of redemption to the world.
God has a heart for small things. God often chooses to use that which is
small, marginal, minimal, and humble to advance his kingdom. The passage
referenced is part of a larger section of material in which the apostle Paul is
describing the paradox of the gospel, the wisdom of humanity, and the apparent
foolishness of God. First Corinthians 1:18-2:5 asks the reader to consider the
unimpressive nature and demeanor of Jesus, who was decidedly unpolished
and humble in his upbringing. The very nature of Jesus’ life and ministry
makes his designation “king of kings” ridiculous in the eyes of the world. The
paradox at the very heart of the Christian gospel is that God uses the humble to
shame the wise. The Incarnation is evidence that God can work in powerful
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ways through people and places that at first glance seem unimpressive.
Even though God tends to have a bias toward the small, he does not
simply affirm that which is small because of its smallness. Instead, he seeks to
graft small people, small armies, small towns, small nations, and small
churches into his service, demonstrating his wisdom and power through the
most unlikely sources. His desire is for small things to be used in renewal,
empowerment, and service in the kingdom of God. God’s vision for things small
is immense and glorious, and he wants to testify to his greatness, glory, and
rejuvenating power through the mighty acts he reveals through them.
The biblical record is a blueprint of how God has shaped his will for
creation through the use of unlikely resources. In the beginning, God created
only two people. He called them good, and he told them to be fruitful and
multiply; through them the entire world began its redemptive journey. God did
not begin his redemptive process on a large and grandiose scheme. He began in
a garden with a couple. They obeyed God’s command to multiply and extended
life to their descendents.
In Genesis 17:1-7, Abraham and Sarah, both way beyond their
childbearing years, too small to change much in life, are invited into the story of
redemption as God promised them descendents, land, and blessing. An unlikely
couple was rendered great in the kingdom of God.
Many years later, after Moses led the Israelites from Egypt to the edge of
God’s promised land, God told him to send spies into the land to scout the
possibility of conquest (Num. 13-14). When the twelve spies returned, the report
was mixed. Some said the land was wonderful, God would be with them, and
they should occupy it immediately. The majority report said they were heavily
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outnumbered and the cities were heavily fortified. They stated, “We can’t attack
those people; they are stronger than we are. All the people we saw there are of
great size. We seemed like grasshoppers in our own eyes, and we looked the
same to them” (Num. 13:31-33). The majority won the argument and the
children of Israel remained outside the promised land. Although their
wandering lasted another forty years, eventually God took the children of Israel
and forged a new nation.
The great confession of the Hebrew faith is the Shema (Deut. 6). Most
remember this passage for its confession: “Hear, O Israel: The Lord our God, the
Lord is one” (Deut. 6:4). Flowing from this great statement of faith is God’s
reminder to the Israelites of who they once were—a small ragtag group of
sojourners at the edge of the desert with nowhere to go. God told them not to
forget how small and insignificant they once were, how he gave them cities they
did not build, houses they did not provide, groves they did not plant, and wells
they did not dig. He said, “Then when you eat and are satisfied, be careful that
you do not forget the Lord, who brought you out of Egypt, out of the land of
slavery” (Deut. 6:11-12). God reminds the Israelites their insignificance is
changed to greatness only by his wonderful gift of love.
As Moses reflected on the uniqueness of Israel as the elect of God, he
reminded them, “The Lord did not set his affection on you and choose you
because you were more numerous than other peoples, for you were the fewest
of all peoples. But it was because the Lord loved you” (Deut. 7:7-8). The
Israelites’ smallness demanded dependence upon God, and their devotion
moved the heart of God in their direction (Ray 11).
The story of Gideon in Judges 6-7 also speaks to this issue. When God
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called Gideon to save Israel, Gideon objected. Gideon said, “But Lord, how can I
save Israel? My clan is the weakest in Manasseh, and I am the least in my
family” (Judg. 6:15). God gave him the answer every small church should
remember, “I will be with you” (Judg. 6:16). Those who focus on their smallness
and meekness will remain small and meek. God reminded Gideon where his
strength came from and what God can do for those willing to be used by him.
Later in the story, Gideon prepared an army of thirty-two thousand for battle
only to be told by God the army was too big. After a whittling down process,
Gideon conquered his foes with only three hundred soldiers. God preferred to
use a small army to bring victory. David R. Ray indicates why God would
choose to favor the small:
Part of God’s bias for the small is a result of the temptation for the
big to believe they are the masters of their own destiny and to
become a god unto themselves. The small, with no alternative,
must rely on God’s grace rather than on their own clout. (12)
God wants his children to acknowledge his deliverance and extend their praise
and thanksgiving to him.
The rise of King David illustrates how God views the insignificant and
unlikely. When Samuel was looking for a replacement for Saul (a large, strong,
and attractive leader), he visited the home of Jesse who paraded his sons in
front of the prophet. As Jesse’s older, larger, and more attractive sons were
presented to Samuel, God told Samuel “no” to each one. Samuel asked Jesse if
he had any other sons. Jesse was surprised by the question, and he
remembered David, the youngest with a ruddy appearance (1 Sam. 16:12), the
smallest and least likely candidate. David received God’s anointing and
succeeded Saul as king of Israel. God does not unquestionably favor the large
or choose the candidate humans typically select; “[he] does not look at the
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things man looks at. Man looks at the outward appearance, but the Lord looks
at the heart” (1 Sam. 16:7).
The Psalmist says, “From the lips of children and infants you have
ordained praise” (Ps. 8:2). Human wisdom often selects the most educated,
most attractive, most experienced, the largest and greatest of society as its
example of the significant, but God often selects the weak, humble, meek,
infant, and child. This method seems paradoxical when contrasted with the
wisdom of humankind.
The prophets, specifically Isaiah, Jeremiah, Amos, and Micah
demonstrate the ways in which God views the remnant, by the small and out of
the way, regardless of whether a person, nation, or a particular place or event.
When considering the New Testament, this understanding of the remnant
continues. Romans 11:5-6 states, “So too at the present time there is a
remnant, chosen by grace. But if it is by grace, it is no longer on the basis of
works, otherwise grace would no longer be grace.” Ray writes, “The remnant
church is neither an accident nor failure. This remnant is validated, not by its
merit or works, but by God’s gracious love and loving grace” (13). Matthew 2:6,
referring to the unlikely choice of Bethlehem as the birthplace of the Messiah, is
another example: “But you, Bethlehem, in the land of Judah, are by no means
least among the rulers of Judah; for out of you will come a ruler who will be the
shepherd of my people Israel.” Few would have chosen Bethlehem as the
birthplace of the long-awaited Messiah. Worldly wisdom would not have asked
an unmarried couple like Mary and Joseph to parent the Savior of the world.
When searching for the Redeemer of the world, it is doubtful people would have
chosen the form of a little baby, or expected to find him in a cattle stall.
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Scripture indicates worldly standards do not determine the ways of God.
Jesus’ hometown of Nazareth demonstrates how God makes the unlikely
choice in his redemptive plan. God chose a peculiar location as the community
where the Messiah would receive his upbringing. Sociologically and
economically Nazareth would not have been the ideal place to select a king.
Most would not look for the Messiah in the carpenter’s shop of a poor peasant
man. Even those who watched him minister understood the scandalous
assertion that Jesus of Nazareth could possibly be the Messiah (John 1:45-46;
7:41-42, 52). He was from Nazareth, an out of the way and insignificant small
town. Religious observers had been to Nazareth, and they clearly understood
messiahs were not supposed to come from places like Nazareth. These are the
paradoxical ways of God.
The parable of the mustard seed is a powerful symbol that God can start
with something small and turn it into something mighty (Matt. 13:32-33; Mark
4:31-32). The widow’s mite, the pearl of great price, the leaven in the loaf, the
lost sheep and coin, the sparrows, and the boy with a few small loaves and fish
are all examples of God’s ability to transform small and insignificant things into
great tools of God (Ray 13). Furthermore, the Bible promises Christians where
two or three are gathered in the name of Jesus, the Spirit will be present (Matt.
18:20). God can do amazing things when small things are placed in his service.
John’s vision describes a beautiful picture of the gospel’s paradox, of the
King of creation choosing the form of a slaughtered lamb in order to
demonstrate God’s love for humanity (Rev. 5:6). Of all forms of greatness and
bigness abounding in the universe, God chose a small and meek metaphor for
redemption (a slaughtered lamb). The Incarnation reveals God’s bias for the
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small and seemingly insignificant, and he chooses the foolishness of “littleness”
as his witness of hope.
God takes the small and brings glory to himself when he renews and
transforms small churches who, in turn, make significant advances for the
kingdom of God. “The biblical model of what a church is supposed to be is what
a church of small numbers can naturally [original emphasis] be—if it
remembers and chooses to be” (Ray 15).
Effective leadership facilitates God’s empowerment and transformation of
the small church. Josiah is an excellent example. He, one of the most famous
kings in Judah’s history, is best remembered for purifying the land of pagan
worship, renovating the temple, and bringing renewal to Judah. During the
renovation of the temple, the Law was discovered and the people were reminded
of its gift to their community of faith.
Excellent principles of renewal and spiritual turnaround emerge from
Josiah’s leadership found in 2 Chronicles 34-35. First, during his early years of
leadership, Josiah began to seek God and to purge Judah and Jerusalem of
idols (2 Chron. 34:3). Long before Josiah began the process of purging the
community of idols he sought God himself. At the age of sixteen, after sitting on
the throne of Judah for eight years, the young king recognized his need for the
Lord. Only after twelve years as king, and after four years of sincere, heartfelt
seeking of God himself, did the king attempt to tear down the idols and sacred
symbols of the people. Contemporary churches may have idols and “sacred
cows” that must be brought down, such as policies, facilities, and power
structures. Before pastors attempt to expose these “sacred cows” to the light of
God’s truth, they must be sure their own spiritual life is in order. Small church
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leaders do well to recognize that the work of living among the people,
incarnating the gospel, praying for renewal in God’s time, and building
relationships of trust must precede any attempt to bring systemic change to a
congregation. These undesirable practices and “idols” may have been in place
for decades. Respecting established traditions and systems is a powerful first
step for bringing renewal. If a king, with all the various powers the royal
position holds, waits four to five years before confronting these systems, the
small church leader must also wait for proper timing.
Second, during the eighteenth year of his reign as king of Judah, Josiah
ordered a restoration of the temple. Out of his personal pursuit of God, and the
cleansing of Judah of its idols, came a desire to see the temple of the Lord
repaired and restored. During this restoration a scroll was found, recognized by
the high priest to be the Book of the Law of the Lord (2 Chron. 34:14). Hilkiah,
the high priest, ordered the scroll taken to King Josiah. When it was read to the
king, even though he did not fully understand its meaning, he recognized its
importance, tore his robes (v. 19), and wept (v. 27). Second Chronicles 34:19,
27 records the experience: “When the king heard the words of the Law, he tore
his robes. Because your heart was responsive and you humbled yourself before
God … and tore your robes and wept in my presence, I have heard you, declares
the Lord.” In the Old Testament the tearing of one’s clothing usually symbolized
the inward attitudes of repentance and humility before God. After the
prophetess Huldah brought commentary on the scroll, Josiah recognized the
amazing gulf between the demands of the covenant and the practice of the
people of God. This story should remind small church leaders of the covenant of
the Lord made between Christ and his Church, and the amazing gulf between
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what Christ has commanded and the Church’s unfaithfulness to his command.
Before renewal can come to the small church, it begins with the leadership.
When spiritually awakened leaders hear the words of the Lord, the biblical
witness indicates that repentance and humility will result. This principle is
another major step toward renewal and turnaround in the small church. God
responds to the humble heart, turns toward the repentant leader, and he
forgives and renews.
A third principle derives from the words of 2 Chronicles 34:29-32:
Then the king called together all the elders of Judah and
Jerusalem. He went up to the temple of the Lord with the men of
Judah, the people of Jerusalem, the priests of the Levites—all the
people from the least to the greatest. He read in their hearing all
the words of the Book of the Covenant, which had been found in
the temple of the Lord. The king stood by his pillar and renewed
the covenant in the presence of the Lord—to follow the Lord and
keep his commands, regulations and decrees with all his heart
and all his soul, and to obey the words of the covenant written in
the book. Then he had everyone in Jerusalem and Benjamin
pledge themselves to it; the people of Jerusalem did this in
accordance with the covenant of God, the God of their fathers.
Turnaround comes when and where the Word of God is read and obediently
received, where people experience an awareness of sin and sorrow leading to
repentance, and where forgiveness leads to renewal.
One can imagine the sight when young King Josiah gathered the leaders
and all the people of Judah together within hearing distance of the temple and
read from the scroll of the Book of the Law. As he read, hundreds heard words
forgotten for years, and many must have experienced the same thing the king
did: humility, weeping, repentance, and forgiveness. In the life of Israel, renewal
took place. The small church must be reminded of the biblical commands to
love God, to love their neighbor, and to seek the salvation of the community
they serve. As leaders’ hearts are renewed, resulting from a spirit of prayer and
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repentance, the small church is more likely to experience inward
transformation and outward obedience to the Great Commission of Jesus (Matt.
28:18-20).
As previously shown, the biblical record is clear that God has a special
place in his heart for the underdog. He also has proclivity for accomplishing the
incredible by employing the small. God’s desire is that he is glorified, and he is
most glorified when he has acted in ways that leave no doubt he is responsible
for the results. The church at large must have the same respect for the small
church as God seems to have toward them. The small church can be effective,
missional, and transformative when its people, resources, and spiritual reserves
are drafted into the service of almighty God.
Purpose Stated
In 2004, denominational researchers Kenneth Crow, Richard Houseal,
and Dale E. Jones provided insight into recent statistical trends in congregation
size within the Church of the Nazarene in the United States. This research,
important for gauging the impact of church planting and congregational
effectiveness within established churches, revealed the following facts: 70.9
percent of all Nazarene churches averaged less than one hundred in morning
worship attendance; 21.6 percent averaged 100-249; 7.5 percent averaged more
than 250. This study also indicated movement from one size category to
another, even over a twenty-five year period, was rare (“Research and Trends”
50). In fact, 65-85 percent of all Protestant congregations more than a decade
old are either shrinking in number or on a plateau in size (Schaller, 44 Steps
23). In these church contexts, keeping a consistent average from year to year
can be an accomplishment in the age of regional churches, contemporary
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worship, multimillion dollar facilities, and multiple staff. Though large churches
seem to grow larger, small congregations struggle to find their niche and reach
their full potential. Many of their own members leave for larger congregations
with more programs and activities, and often their pastors leave for greener
pastures and larger ministries. Both losses can be disheartening. Congregations
more than twenty years old, averaging less than one hundred in morning
worship attendance, are often the victims of both scenarios. Simply maintaining
the current status can be a daunting task.
The purpose of this study, therefore, focused on identifying common
qualities for growth among churches, founded before 1984, in the South
Central and North Central regions of the Church of the Nazarene. These
churches averaged at least 125 in morning worship attendance during the two
assembly years, 2002-2003 and 2003-2004. Numerical statistics were taken
from their respective assembly journals. To qualify for inclusion in this study,
these churches must have averaged less than one hundred in morning worship
attendance as recorded in their respective 1998 district assembly journals.
Congregations selected were founded before 1984 enabling examination
of long-established churches more than twenty years old. This age in the
congregational life cycle was important because research indicates that
churches typically arrive at their “normal” sizes after twenty years. Most
churches do not change size categories after their twentieth birthday (Crow,
Houseal, and Jones, “Insights”). Finding congregations that transitioned after
their twentieth year was a goal of the project.
The focus was on congregations fitting the classification “pastoral,”
especially “pastoral” congregations that had made strides toward becoming a
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“program”-type church. Lyle E. Schaller identifies this “stride toward becoming”
as critical for moving off the plateau of stagnation or decline (44 Steps 21).
My purpose, after identifying congregational emphases and strategies
emerging from current literature on growth in smaller churches, was to
examine and seek to confirm these findings in five growing, smaller, longestablished Nazarene churches in the South Central and North Central regions.
A control group was selected to discover the reasons why this growth is not
shared universally among churches of equal size, location, and religious
heritage.
Research Question
The direction of this research was guided by the following question: What
emphasized qualities and/or transitional strategies do pastors and lay leaders
report as essential to their transition from a “pastoral”-type church to a
“program”-type church?
Definition of Terms
The following terms need to be defined for this study.
Assembly Year
The Church of the Nazarene directs individual districts to determine their
fiscal year. These assembly years are used to calculate averages and budgetary
matters, to figure allocations for denominational and district ministries, and to
provide a structure for local churches to work in harmony across a geographical
district. The districts surveyed were Dallas, Joplin, Kansas, Kansas City,
Missouri, North Arkansas, Northeast Oklahoma, Northwest Oklahoma, South
Arkansas, Southeast Oklahoma, and Southwest Oklahoma.
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Small Church
For purposes of this study, two types of churches can be called a small
church. The first is called the “Family church.” Church attendance ranges from
zero to fifty persons in morning worship. These congregations are primarily
located in rural areas, although they can also be found in small towns and
urban centers. They are profoundly resilient. The primary leader in this
congregation is a patriarch or matriarch. The lay leadership for the family
church is drawn from those who have been in the congregation for years or
have kinship ties to the congregation. Schaller describes the family church
further:
They are single-cell congregations that rarely reach beyond three
groups of people: (1) those who are born into it, (2) those who
marry into it, and (3) those rare individuals who come in on their
own initiative and who are able to earn acceptance into the tightly
knit fellowship. (44 Steps 20-21)
The pastor in the family church acts as a chaplain, is often bi-vocational, and
receives authority for pastoral duties by local traditions.
The second type of congregation classified as a small church is called the
“Pastoral church.” The congregation usually averages fifty to one hundred
persons in Sunday morning worship, although some can average as many as
150 in attendance (Mann 6-7). These congregations are typically located in
towns and suburban communities. This congregation is usually a homogenous
group of persons who know about one another, although a single core of
members dominate (Foltz 17-20). Usually lay leadership is drawn from this
core. The pastor’s leadership is very important in this congregation. A personal
relationship with the laity is highly valued and is nurtured through the
preacher-pastoral role of the pastor. Pastors are included in the decision
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making of these congregations, and they are vital to the ongoing health of the
pastoral church. When a congregation begins to average 100-150 in morning
worship, it undergoes a transition toward a program-type church.
Program Church
The “Program church” averages over 150 persons in Sunday morning
worship. This church is found most often in towns and suburban communities
and is normally a multi celled organism, with age groups and classes having
distinct identities (Foltz 20-22). Lay leadership is elected after a formal
nominations process. Rotation of office and short terms are preferred, and lay
leaders are usually generalists in ministry. The pastor is expected to give direct
guidance in all areas. The demands upon the pastor can be oppressive.
The key point of focus for this study is the transition from “pastoral” to
“program,” which can usually be witnessed in the church averaging 100-150 in
morning worship. Over 90 percent of American congregations fall within the
boundaries of these three size categories (Mann 8).
Methodology of the Study
Methodology for this study involved gathering statistical data from
denominational headquarters, face-to-face interviews, and subjective
participant observation. From the denominational data, five growing small
churches that had transitioned in size from “pastoral” to “program” were
identified, and four similar but non-transitional churches were selected as a
control group. I visited all nine churches and interviewed the pastors and lay
leaders. Data gathered from both groups were compared for insights related to
the overall purpose of the research. Discovering what life in the growing
congregations was like before they experienced growth and what changed that
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facilitated subsequent growth and renewal was the goal. More technically, this
study sought to discover the emphasized qualities and/or transitional strategies
that enabled the transitional congregations to change from a pastor-centered
model toward a program model of ministry and life.
Subjects for the Study: Transitional Churches
The sampling was limited to the North Central and South Central regions
of the Church of the Nazarene. The churches must have been organized before
1984. For the period 1998-2004, they must have averaged less than one
hundred in 1998 and more than 125 for the last two years of the period, as
indicated in their respective 2003 and 2004 district assembly journals. The
study examined the following five transitional churches: Batesville, Arkansas,
Church of the Nazarene; Marshfield, Missouri, Church of the Nazarene;
Seymour, Missouri, Church of the Nazarene; Southwood Church of the
Nazarene in Raytown, Missouri; and Tyler, Texas, First Church of the Nazarene.
Four comparison churches were selected for purposes of control. They are not
identified. Though unintentional, all churches selected were
Caucasian/English-speaking congregations.
Batesville Church of the Nazarene. Batesville Church of the Nazarene
is located in Batesville, Arkansas. The church was organized in 1925. Following
graduation from Nazarene Theological Seminary in Kansas City, Missouri, Rev.
Tim Williams became pastor of the church in 1997, his first senior pastorate.
He discovered a demoralized congregation in need of encouragement and new
facilities. During Williams’ ministry, the church’s average worship attendance
grew from seventy-nine to 140, a 72 percent increase. Williams left the church
in 2003 after being called to another church in Texas. Rev. Wayne Thomas
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became pastor of the church in 2003.
Marshfield Church of the Nazarene. Marshfield Church of the Nazarene
is located in Marshfield, Missouri. The church was organized in 1964. Rev.
Brian Letsinger became pastor of the church in 1999, his first senior pastorate,
and discovered a consistent congregation of fifty regular attendees. His
predecessor had helped prepare the congregation for future growth through
inspiring preaching and relational ministry. Since 1998, the church’s average
worship attendance has increased from fifty to 233, an improvement of 366
percent.
Seymour Church of the Nazarene. Rev. Mark Terrill became pastor of
Seymour Church of the Nazarene in 1996. This congregation, located in
southwestern Missouri, was organized in 1966. The congregation was on the
verge of closure at the time Terrill, a native of the community, received an
appointment to the church by the Joplin district superintendent. This first-time
senior pastor discovered a congregation of about thirty people, a cold and damp
cement building, and little hope. During Terrill’s ministry the average worship
attendance has changed from forty-five to 223, an increase of 305 percent.
Southwood Church of the Nazarene. Southwood Church of the
Nazarene, located in Raytown, Missouri, a suburb of Kansas City, was
organized in 1958. Rev. Craig Laughlin, after graduating from Nazarene
Theological Seminary, became pastor of the church in 1995. Southwood Church
is his first senior pastorate. Since Laughlin’s ministry began, Southwood has
experienced growth in numbers and spirit. The average worship attendance has
grown from 67 to 165, an increase of 73 percent.
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Tyler First Church of the Nazarene. Tyler First Church of the Nazarene
was organized in 1926. The city is located ninety miles east of Dallas. Although
this congregation has a storied past, it was on the verge of closure in 1998. The
Dallas district superintendent appointed retired evangelist Rev. Bill Taylor to
preach for the congregation. Six years later, in 2004, Taylor retired again,
leaving a completely different congregation. New facilities, new people, and an
increased vision for the community remain to this day. The average worship
attendance grew from fifty-two in 1998 to 154 in 2004, an increase of 194
percent. Rev. Phil Ketchum became pastor of the church in 2005.
Subjects for the Study: Control Churches
Four pastoral model churches that did not make the transition during
the same time period were also studied. Selection criteria for the control
churches were similar to the five subject churches and were chosen with size,
demographic, and geographical comparison in mind. Proximity to a
transitioning church and doctrinal ties were also important factors in choosing
the control churches. Greater description of control churches and their role in
the study are located in Chapter 3.
Instrumentation and Data Collection
Following identification of each church, the senior pastors were
contacted regarding their willingness to participate in the study. Initial
demographics were gathered through a survey sent to each pastor before the
site visit. Historical statistical data were available through the headquarters of
the Church of the Nazarene. After the survey was returned, an on-site interview
was conducted with the pastor. For the transitional churches, interviews were
also conducted with two focus groups comprised of lay leaders. The first focus
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group was comprised of five laypersons present before the transition began. The
second focus group was comprised of five laypersons who came to the church
during the season of transition. While these new persons were not present
before the church began experiencing transition, they provided fresh insight
into (1) what initially attracted them to the church and (2) what continued to
keep them active. The goal of the survey, interviews, and statistical data was to
determine how and when the transition took place, and what emphasized
qualities and/or transitional strategies contributed to the change. In short, I
was looking for how the church grew from where it was in 1998 to where it is
today.
Instrumentation and data collection for the control group churches
followed that of the transitional churches with one exception. One focus group,
instead of two, was interviewed. Ideally, the focus group was balanced between
newcomers and long-term members of the church. New persons were those
present since 1998. The questions asked were identical to those asked the
transitional church focus groups.
Delimitations and Generalizability
The focus of this study was to discover why some small churches are
able to transition from a pastoral model to a program model of church size. 648
Nazarene churches were surveyed. Sadly, only nine met the parameters as a
transitioning church for this project. The transition from pastoral to program is
often described as the most challenging for congregations (Mann 10-12). My
personal ministry experience and research for this project convinces me of this
difficulty. I began with the belief that lack of growth is not the will of God and
prolonged stagnation is never a sign of health within a congregation.
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Furthermore, I believed churches that have experienced this difficult transition
have shared qualities that, if pursued, can assist other churches. The
importance of this study can be measured by the number of churches
represented in the size range studied, as reported by Crow, Houseal, and Jones:
One-third of all Nazarenes attend pastoral model churches (“Research and
Trends” 50). This important segment of the church can be all God wants his
church to be.
The findings of the study were delimited to Caucasian, English-speaking
churches within the South Central and North Central regions in the Church of
the Nazarene. All the churches selected were organized before 1984. The
findings are not necessarily applicable to churches outside of the Church of the
Nazarene or to churches younger than 1984. Ethnic-specific churches may not
be benefited by this study, as no other ethnic groups were surveyed. I hope this
research will benefit congregations in similar ecclesiastical settings.
Overview of the Study
Chapter 2 provides a theological basis for the study and reviews the
current literature relevant to this study. Chapter 3 describes the research and
design of the study. Chapter 4 reports on the findings of the research and field
data. Chapter 5 offers an interpretation of the findings. Implications are
explored and suggestions are made for additional areas of research.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF SELECTED LITERATURE
Literature regarding the growth of churches abounds in the church
today. I first encountered Church Growth, as a discipline, during my college
coursework. Since that time I have read widely in the literature, and believe it is
a gift to the Church. I have also read much research on small churches and
have taken several courses on small church culture and sociology. Three of
these classes, “U.S. Lifestyles & Mainline Churches,” “Sociology of the Small
Church,” and “White Soul” were formative for me. Each professor took
seriously, and respected, the unique sociology of the small church. I am a
product of the small church and have been the pastor of two small churches. I
believe small churches can benefit from much of the church growth literature;
however, I also believe that small churches are unique and worthy of specialized
study. Material relevant to smaller churches is critical because almost twothirds of all churches in North America average less than one hundred persons
in morning worship attendance (Crandall 7). This chapter reviews the body of
current small church literature, as well as general church growth material.
Primary interest is given to material on leadership and small church renewal.
Small Church Culture
Glenn Daman identifies fifteen sociological and cultural characteristics of
the typical small church (42-51). Though few churches will manifest all of these
characteristics, the following list is helpful in understanding the small church.
Effective leaders must understand these characteristics to motivate change
within a community:
1. The small church is relationally driven.
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2. The small church works through informal channels.
3. The small church works as a whole.
4. Power and authority reside in the laity rather than the pastor.
5. The small church relates as a family.
6. Communication occurs through the grapevine.
7. Traditions and heritage undergird the structure, ministry, and culture.
8. The church functions and worships inter-generationally.
9. The focus is upon people rather than performance.
10. A place (all are welcome) for everyone.
11. The small church values relatives.
12. The small church values generalists.
13. A place (ministry and pew) for everyone and everyone has a place.
14. The small church has its own calendar and timetable.
15. In the small church, people give time and money, forging a strong
sense of ownership.
Many within the small church are related biologically, but also through
the stresses and trials of life (Dudley and Walrath 58). The small church is a
family where relationships are nurtured and protected. The church building
becomes the primary physical space around which the family gathers, a “Hall of
Memories” so to speak, where images and stories of those who have gone before
reside (Pappas 44). Each small church is unique. Sensitive small church
leaders respect that uniqueness and provide leadership that will help the
congregation translate these wonderful qualities into missional action (Mann
44-53).
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Size Categories
Small churches experience and qualify growth differently than large
churches, and rural churches (most of which are small) do not grow the same
way urban or suburban churches grow. The way a small church carries out its
life, ministry, and fellowship is unique to its own culture. Arlin Rothauge
provides helpful insights about various church types, including the family
church, the pastoral church, the program church, and the corporate church.
Schaller also provides helpful descriptions for these categories, including “the
cat,” and “the collie” (Looking in the Mirror 15-18). Both authors affirm that
just as various churches approach ministry differently, so they should
approach evangelism differently. Mann, in a more recent study, amends the size
categories to reflect contemporary trends better, indicating the fluidity of
numerical categories.
The family church. The family church has up to fifty members,
averaging between two and thirty-five in worship attendance. The matriarch or
patriarch of the congregation is the established leader or person of influence.
The pastor is viewed as a chaplain more than a visionary leader. An additional
person is very important: the gatekeeper. The gatekeeper prepares the way for
new people, serving as an unofficial filter for the congregation. Gatekeepers
usually are not matriarchs or patriarchs, but they are persons who have the
important role of guarding the gate to the congregation. People are brought into
the fellowship of the family church through adoption, meaning relational
acceptance is far more important than formal acceptance. Outsiders experience
the difficult nature of full integration into the family church, and insiders find it
even harder to get out.
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Citing worship attendance, Schaller calls the family church “the
fellowship church” and nicknames it “the cat,” because the family church is
independent and self-sustaining. The family church receives ministry from the
pastor but never “belongs” to the pastor. Just like a cat, this church can survive
without a pastor because it is independent, self-sufficient, and enjoys its own
company. The family church may resist or ignore offers of help or assistance.
One-quarter of all churches fit this description (Looking in the Mirror 15-18).
The pastoral church. The pastoral church has between fifty and 150
active members and is very dependent on the leadership of the pastor and other
church leaders. New people are drawn to the church through the pastor’s
attention and the members’ hospitality. Crucial assimilation may not occur
because of a lack of workers to head up the various ministries new members
seek. The back door of the pastoral church can be very hard to close, and
persons will leave when the attention they seek is diverted to new members.
Schaller calls the pastoral church “the small church” and nicknames it
“the collie,” because it is characterized by love. The people in the pastoral
church need love and they desire to return love. These congregations are very
capable, but they need strong pastoral leadership (Looking in the Mirror 19-21).
The program church. These two small church categories are much
different than the program church, which has 150 to four hundred in average
worship attendance (Mann 7). Program churches are very lay led and their
ministries are lay driven, both their internal ministries and evangelism
programs. The pastor’s primary role can be found in Ephesians 4:11-12:
recruiting, equipping, and inspiring key program leaders for ministry. Decision
making is broadly distributed through a large leadership circle of fifty people or
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more. Lay ministers are not micro managed because the dominant environment
of the congregation is typically permission giving. Pastoral care is shared by the
laity, primarily through Sunday schools and various small groups and affinity
ministry groups.
The corporate church. The corporate church averages between four
hundred and one thousand in worship attendance. Excellent worship ministry,
quality preaching, broad and various programs abound, and specialized
ministries target congregationally identified groups of people. A full-time
ministry team oversees ministries staffed by lay leaders. Some of these
programs are usually known outside the confines of the congregation. The
senior pastor spends large amounts of time preparing messages and leading a
diverse team of lay and clergy staff.
Second Commandment Churches
Rick Warren’s influence on contemporary church growth is
unmistakable. His belief that churches should be purpose driven has taken root
in the twenty-first century church. Warren organized his church around five
purposes, all of which came from two foundational verses in the New
Testament. The first is the Great Commandment, which Jesus offered as his
answer to the question, “What is the greatest commandment in the Law?” (Matt.
22:36b):
Jesus replied: “Love the Lord your God with all your heart and
with all your soul and with all your mind.” This is the first and
greatest commandment. And the second is like it: “Love your
neighbor as yourself.” All the Law and the Prophets hang on these
two commandments. (Matt. 22:38-40)
The purposes of worship and ministry derive from these three verses.
The second passage to which Warren points for establishing the five
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purposes is Matthew 28:19-20: “Therefore go and make disciples of all nations,
baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit,
and teaching them to obey everything I have commanded you.” The purposes of
evangelism, fellowship, and discipleship are taken from these verses. One of the
great unresolved problems in the evangelical church today is how to obey these
commandments. The church is best when it is a discipleship center—a place
where people come to faith, are built up in the faith, and equipped to serve and
reproduce the faith in the lives of others (Hendricks 198). From these two
passages, the five purposes emerge, each remembered by one word: worship,
fellowship, discipleship, ministry, and evangelism (Warren 102-06). A purposedriven church is one that balances these five purposes inherent in the two
biblical mandates inherent in the Great Commandment: love for God (first
commandment) and love for neighbor (second commandment).
Schaller argues the best small churches are essentially second
commandment churches, meaning the congregation is organized primarily
around the principle of loving your neighbor (Small Membership Church 30),
responding to the relational needs of people. They can also be called, “Golden
Rule Christians” (Mann 38). Focusing on the relational needs of people is
essential not only to building a family but also a key to fulfilling the evangelistic
task of the church. This relational focus is in contrast to larger congregations
where the priority is on the first commandment, organizing to respond to the
religious needs of people, primarily through high quality worship and preaching
(Schaller, Small Membership Church 31). While worship is very important in
the smaller church, the focus is not high quality worship as much as the place
where all are gathered and all are known. Schaller writes, “The primary, or
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central organizing, principle in the healthy small church is the interaction of
people with one another. A secondary organizing principle is a healthy, relevant,
and meaningful response to the religious yearnings of people” (32). Schaller is
not making a value judgment but emphasizing a relational approach to small
church leadership.
Small Church Growth
Growth in the small church is not monolithic, but one aspect is
essential: the relational trust forged between pastor and people. Before small
church leaders attempt to bring change to a congregation, they must, as Leith
Anderson claims, learn their congregation’s story:
Although capturing the story of a church is not an exact science,
there is enormous value in the research and in the attempt to
state the story. More important, knowing the story is an
invaluable prerequisite to changing a church, because changing a
church requires changing its story. (112)
Noting one’s first impression of the congregation and church facilities, learning
about the church’s stewardship of financial resources, discovering the issues of
conflict within the body, asking what can be changed quickly or over time,
noticing how people dress and/or how visitors are welcomed, and identifying
symbols are important steps for learning about the church (Anderson 108-10).
Assessing these qualities of the small church is very important, because
discovering the church’s story is essential to bringing transformational change.
Ron Crandall studied one hundred small churches that experienced
transformation and change. He discovered twelve strategies for turning around
small churches. These include (1) enhancing congregational confidence and
hope for the future; (2) stimulating concern for unreached persons in the
community; (3) engaging in proactive and effective pastoral leadership; (4)
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encouraging an open, loving atmosphere in the congregation; (5) clarifying your
own personal vision and being an example; (6) helping develop a clear, shared,
congregational vision; (7) working and praying for spiritual renewal among the
members; (8) providing high quality preaching and inspirational worship; (9)
leading the effort to reach new people and grow; (10) emphasizing and
practicing prayer; (11) developing new programs, especially for children and
youth; and, (12) planning to take risks and taking them (22-23).
Obstacles to Numerical Growth
Three obstacles to small church growth are listed for consideration:
maintenance mind-set, single-celled church, and the stretched cell.
Maintenance mind-set. In his discussion on stagnant churches, Daman
writes that maintenance-minded churches are not growing, nor are they
“striving to minister to the community in which they live. They are marked by
an inward, self-absorbed focus of ministry, demonstrating a lack of concern for
the spiritual, physical, and emotional needs of others outside the church. They
no longer have any vision or sense of urgency in fulfilling the Great
Commission” (53-54). Programs abound, but the spirituality they should be
nurturing is not abundant.
A maintenance mind-set is evidenced in the single-celled approach to
congregational life, whereby the focus of the church’s ministry is exclusively on
the well-being of the current membership and regular attendees, with little or
no regard for those not yet churched.
Single-celled church. Carl Dudley, in his seminal work on small
churches, defines a single-celled church as one that is not defined by several
cells or groups, but as one whole cell in which “members can associate the
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name with the face, the face with the family, and the family with the place
where each person sits in worship” (35). Thus, a single-celled church plans
events with everybody in mind. The corporate belief is everybody should attend
every event every time, including services and ministry events. An interesting
side note is people are more likely to know more people in a church of this
nature than a much larger multicell congregation (Ray 33).
Stretched cell. Most churches feel a tug of war as they move from one
size category to another. For instance, while a church is strongly program in
model, persons within the congregation may unintentionally (or intentionally)
be pulling the church backward toward a pastoral model. At the same time,
others within the congregation are pushing it toward a corporate model. When
stretching occurs the congregation, especially the pastoral leadership, may feel
pulled in both directions. Several things result. First, many opportunities
emerge for misunderstandings regarding the church’s identity and purpose.
Second, activities and structures may expand faster than the resources
required to support them (McIntosh 44-46). Third, the pull backward and the
push forward can be exhausting to the pastoral leadership (Mann 15).
Missional Mind-set
Growth is a result of evangelism. The value of evangelism is emphasized
as congregations begin to think missionally. “Missional” is variously defined,
but Darrell L. Guder et al. see missional as the church shifting from mission as
a program of the church to the very identity of every church. To be missional
means to be “God’s sent people. Either [the church is] defined by mission, or
[the church reduces] the scope of the gospel and the mandate of the church”
(6).
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A missional mind-set is defined as the mentality that focuses outward
(toward the needs of others) and looks upward, seeking the vision of God for its
ministry identity. The missional church is responsive to the spiritual needs of
current members and regular attendees; this church also aggressively focuses
outward toward the community and often grows numerically and spiritually.
The missional church does not view its task completed when it sends others to
foreign mission fields but believes the church is most obedient to the spirit of
the gospel when being sent into the world in the name of Jesus.
Transitioning a maintenance-minded church toward a missional
approach to ministry is never easy, but Howard G. Hendricks offers guidance
for leaders of stagnant, maintenance-oriented institutions. He encourages
leaders to determine their core values, devise a set of clear-cut objectives and
priorities that should come from a biblical philosophy of ministry, and engage
in continual and strategic, long-range planning. The leader’s strategy begins by
locating the church’s current reality, identifying the future goals, and creating a
plan for moving from the present to the future successfully.
Hendricks also states leaders should create an effective means of
community penetration. Positive community involvement should be natural for
the small church. Many of the church’s members are already known and active
in the community, and these connections can help the church excel in the
relational aspects of evangelism. Large churches in metropolitan areas often
target ministries to the larger society, which is very broad and often fluid. Small
churches continue to have the greatest potential for evangelism because they
offer individuals a place to be known by name and loved by a family. Large
suburban congregations seek to build new relationships with acquaintances
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and neighbors. Small rural congregations have established relationships with
family and friends who live in the surrounding community. These networks can
help the small church be very effective at personal evangelism.
A recent study of North American congregations in the Church of the
Nazarene confirms the evangelistic potential of the small church:
[S]maller churches tended to add more new Nazarenes per 1,000
worship participants than larger churches. Not only do individual
participants in smaller churches appear more likely to have been
involved in evangelism, but also a higher percentage of all new
Nazarenes received came into the denomination through
congregations in the smaller groupings. (Crow, Houseal, and
Jones, “Research and Trends” 50)
The study did not argue for churches remaining small, but encouraged smaller
churches to embrace the missional possibilities their uniqueness provides their
congregation.
Christian A. Schwarz writes, “Challenging Christians to build new
[original emphasis] friendships with non-Christians is most certainly not a
growth principle. The point is rather to use already existing [original emphasis]
relationships as contacts for evangelism” (35). Schwarz’s research also confirms
smaller churches typically win more new people than do larger churches (47).
Larry Witham, writing online for the Washington Times, indicated less than 50
percent of all church attendees invite another person to church within the span
of a year. Imagine the impact the small church could have on God’s kingdom if
every person in the congregation embraced the simple act of invitation over the
next year.
Hendricks encourages Christian leaders to accent the perpetual
recruitment and training of laypeople. Pastors should not fill a job vacancy but
invite persons into a visionary opportunity of ministry, giving them challenges
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that match their giftedness and are worthy of their investment. Finally, leaders
should cultivate within persons the ability to trust God. God specializes in
making something great out of something small, and he loves to make the
impossible possible (213-18).
Moving from Pastoral to Program
As pastors formulate ministry strategy for the small church, the
literature indicates they should remember to learn the community’s culture
before promoting major change, shape ministry to the culture of the
community, and keep pace with the congregation’s readiness for change
(Klassen and Koessler 63). In other words, small church leaders must become
students of their culture, learning from the experts of the community and
determining whether their church’s way of doing things fits their community
today.
In addition, a sincere respect and admiration for the congregation is
essential if a pastor plans to lead a congregation through a size transition. One
must be willing to allow change to come through the democratic and relational
networks present within the congregation. Leadership is influence, and wise
pastors understand authority is not positional nor is it always biblical.
Authority is earned through trust and consistency. No congregation will
suddenly awaken to their need to “become program.” They may, however, make
decisions that precipitate this action: adding staff, starting a second service, or
entering a building program (Mann 50). Wise pastors never assume the
authority to force change on a congregation. They earn the right to bring
systemic change within a congregation. Systemic change will not happen
quickly or according to a formula. Change will happen as trust is built on the
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foundation of relationships forged through years of shared life and ministry.
Effective churches intentionally limit their ministries once they have
discovered their niches, and further research states missional churches choose
to focus on specific areas where they have adequate resources and the ability to
excel in their giftedness (Barna 51). The primary reason for specification is
necessity. Congregations transitioning from pastoral to program do not have an
endless supply of congregants to staff multiplied ministries.
Studying the small church, how churches grow in general, and the
characteristics of effective transition, four issues continued to emerge as critical
to the process of building effective churches.
Spiritual Renewal
Transition is possible as God begins to renew the congregation and
spiritual leaders. Two biblical examples highlight the importance of spiritual
renewal.
Hezekiah. In 2 Chronicles 30, renewal begins when Hezekiah, a godly
leader calls the people of Judah to return to the Lord. Several qualities can be
derived from this biblical example. Hezekiah states, “People of Israel, return to
the Lord, the God of Abraham, Isaac and Israel, that he may return to you who
are left, who have escaped from the hand of the kings of Assyria” (2 Chron.
30:6). Renewal comes when a godly leader calls the people back to God. Often
within the small church the focus centers on the current membership and
regular attendees only. Before renewal can come the church must be reminded
whose they are and why they exist. God alone is the beginning of renewal within
a community of faith. Small church leaders summon the people to return to the
God who founded their congregation, who has sustained the life of their
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community, and who promises to return to their congregation if they will return
to him.
Hezekiah continues his summons: “Do not be stiff-necked, as your
fathers were; submit to the Lord. Come to the sanctuary, which he has
consecrated forever. Serve the Lord your God, so that his fierce anger will turn
away from you” (2 Chron. 30:8). Hezekiah is reminding his hearers of their
ancestors’ rebellious nature, of Israel’s historic tottering between the Lord and
the various Near Eastern deities. Stiff necks refer to rebellion and willful sin,
carried out by those who know the better way. Hezekiah is telling the scattered
north and fearful south to return to the sanctuary, the safe place, where God
has already promised to meet them. The small church congregation must be
reminded that repentance from the willful rebellion against God’s way is
another step toward renewal. Small church members must be reminded that
the sanctuary is not just the place where they fellowship, but the place where
God’s people worship, pray, and repent. The small church leader seeking
renewal must recognize that miracles and congregational transformation
happen when the people of God gather to worship him in a spirit of humility
and repentance. God brings renewal and turnaround to the repentant person.
In the same way, small church leaders, seeking God with humility and
repentance, can anticipate a renewed sense of revival and purpose. As God
begins to renew a small church, focus will shift from within to fulfillment of the
missional summons of the Great Commission.
The final principle is found at the end of Hezekiah’s letter:
If you return to the Lord, then your brothers and your children
will be shown compassion by their captors and will come back to
this land, for the Lord your God is gracious and compassionate.
He will not turn his face from you if you return to him. (2 Chron.
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30:9)
Hezekiah promises his people if they will return to the Lord the Assyrian exiles
will be shown compassion and eventually returned home. He assures them God
will not turn his face away from the people if they will return to him. Prayer for,
and ministry to, spiritual “exiles” could be a wonderful first step toward renewal
in the small church where kinship networks and lasting relationships are so
important. Wayward children, brothers and sisters of the community, exiled
neighbors could be drawn “back to this land,” to a place where God is evident
and blessing. Hezekiah’s experience emphasizes renewal that begins with God’s
people returning in repentance and experiencing the blessing of God’s approval.
Nehemiah. Andrew Haskins identifies six principles for renewal from the
book of Nehemiah. Citing Nehemiah 1:3-4, he states personal and corporate
renewal must begin with a broken and repentant heart and sincere
acknowledgment of one’s need for God. If the small church is to experience
spiritual renewal, the congregation must recognize their stagnation and/or
decline stems from a failure to fulfill God’s mission (11).
Next, from Nehemiah 1:5b-7, Haskins notes confession and repentance
for the corporate sins and failures of the community must accompany any
prayer for renewal and change. Pointing to Nehemiah’s prayer for God’s
attention, favor, and success, Haskins affirms prayer’s prerequisite for renewal.
Without God’s help no success will be granted. The renewal-seeking
congregation, discovering its source of new vitality from God and not some new
program or gimmick, must begin by asking God for his attention, favor, and
success. No church can expect God’s blessing of renewal and change without
turning to God who empowers them (Haskins 12).
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Citing Nehemiah 2:17-18, Haskins states that movement from
identification of the goal of renewal to achievement of that goal requires a
strategy. Nehemiah’s strategy is evident throughout chapter three. His strategy
comes from God himself, thus the crucial need for prayer. Strategy is only
theory until acted upon. The small church seeking renewal and change must
begin the work through positive and intentional action, even though action will
produce opposition. Citing Nehemiah 4:6, Haskins states when the people of
Israel commenced the work of rebuilding the walls of Jerusalem, opposition
arose almost immediately. Small churches typically prize relational unity and
strive for harmony, but congregations must recognize renewal and change will
bring opposition. Difficulty must be recognized and overcome through hard
work and continuous implementation of the vision. Sticking with the task of
implementing change will bring God’s success, attention, and reward (13).
Pastoral Leadership
Effective pastoral leadership is essential to bringing change within the
small church. John Maxwell states, “Leadership is influence, nothing more and
nothing less” (49). True leaders are gifted in the art of influence. Li Hung says,
“There are only three kinds of people—those who are immovable, those who are
movable, and those who move them” (qtd. in Sanders 27). While Maxwell’s view
is commendable, I wish to carry pastoral leadership one step further.
Leadership is the art of influencing others toward a goal. Pastors, including
those who effectively lead small churches, recognize that “[s]piritual leadership
is taking people from where they are to where God wants them to be” (Blackaby
and Blackaby 127).
Crandall reminds transformative leaders of important factors to be
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considered when seeking to bring change to a small church. Leaders should not
underestimate the value of momentum. Leaders must be extremely flexible and
recognize transformational change will not happen overnight. He argues for
situational leadership, claiming flexibility and openness to the timing of God is
crucial. Referring to situational leaders, he writes, “[T]heir leadership is shaped
by the belief that the ultimate goal is full transformation of persons and the
congregation itself into manifestations of God’s grace and glory” (106). Healthy
churches are built as leaders build healthy people. That is a spiritual process
when a faith community is involved. True change must begin and end with the
spiritual.
Communicating the mission of Christ. Vision statements abound in
the twenty-first church. Without passion and purpose, however, they are
nothing more than words on a page. Vision can not be created out of a neat
formula because biblical vision is not created but grasped. Vision is “God’s
specific plan for a specific church at a specific time in its history” (Rainer 116).
Vision is the ability to see the specific mission and preferred future God desires
for a local church.
Long before it is ever written on paper, the vision must grip the heart of
both the leader and the church. Thom Rainer, in his study on breakout
churches, argues a biblical vision can be found at the intersection between a
leader’s passion, a congregation’s gifts and passion, and the needs of a
community (114).
Vision is crucial, however. Vision is what enables a leader to see a
preferred future, while lack of vision prevents that future:
The absence or ineffectiveness of leadership implies the absence of
vision, a dreamless society, and this will result, at best, in the
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maintenance of the status quo, or, at worst, in the disintegration
of our society because of lack of purpose and cohesion. (Bennis
and Nanus 228)
Many churches have witnessed their own disintegration due to a leader’s
inability to discover God’s unique mission for their congregation.
God’s mission for a particular church must be communicated creatively
and clearly to those critical to the vision’s fulfillment. John Kotter believes a
sense of urgency must be established within the organization before people will
recognize the need for change. Once the vision has been grasped by key leaders
and developed clearly, it must be communicated to the organization (86).
Effective communication of the vision is done simply and clearly through the
use of metaphor, analogy, and example. Vision must be repeated often and
through multiple forums. Ultimately, words are cheap, but action is not. When
a leader remains consistent with the vision, leading by example, the vision
becomes clear and easier to illustrate (97).
Pastors entering a new community see that community as their mission
field. A fire is sparked in the heart of the missional pastor. Church members
view the community as home—the place where their deepest loyalties and
relationships are located (Klassen and Koessler 104). They do not view their
community as a mission field full of pagans waiting for the light of the gospel.
Nevertheless, congregations must understand fulfillment of the Great
Commission is part of the mission for them from Jesus; therefore, evangelism is
not optional. Nevertheless, pastors who desire to share a vision for evangelism
in the small church must speak in terms of relationships, changing the focus
from “saving the lost” to “saving Fred and Jane.” In the small church, vision
must have a face and a name.
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When vision is cast in terms of programs, growth, or greater potential for
ministry instead of names, faces, and connection to a perceived past, the small
church can become ambivalent. Klassen and Koessler describe this malady:
While inwardly focused, short-term thinking is understandable, it
is also dangerous because it can limit the church to a
maintenance ministry. Effective pastoral leaders will be responsive
to their congregations’ felt needs and address them, while at the
same time helping them develop a vision for ministry that looks
outward and toward the future. (104-05)
Inspired vision stretches the church, in both challenge and cost, while
recognizing its required incarnational/relational approach. “Vision always starts
with where we are now and dares us to reach out beyond where we expected to
go” (Hendricks 205-06). This statement implies pastors begin where the need is
found before rushing to the goal. Pastors keep Christ’s mission for their church
before the congregation so they can eventually own the vision. The vision must
be current and match the needs of the community, which requires regular
communication and evaluation of the vision (205-06).
Christian leadership and godly living. Second Timothy 3:2-7 presents
a clear picture of the spiritual leader:
Now the overseer must be above reproach, the husband of but one
wife, temperate, self-controlled, respectable, hospitable, able to
teach, not given to drunkenness, not violent but gentle, not
quarrelsome, not a lover of money. He must manage his own
family well and see that his children obey him with proper respect.
(If anyone does not know how to manage his own family, how can
he take care of God’s church?) He must not be a recent convert, or
he may become conceited and fall under the same judgment as
the devil. He must also have a good reputation with outsiders, so
that he will not fall into disgrace and into the devil’s trap.
The church has historically demanded much spiritual maturity from its leaders
as this statement of social, moral, mental, personality, and domestic
qualifications suggest.
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In a world where relativism reigns and ethics are deemed subjective,
Christian leaders must be held to scriptural character traits. These traits apply
to their personal lives as well as their leadership roles. The secular world has
even recognized the necessity of mature character. Describing the perfect field
commander, Onosander, a military commander, states, “He must be prudently
self-controlled, sober, frugal, enduring in toil, intelligent, without love of money,
neither young or old, if possible the father of a family, able to speak
competently, and of good reputation” (qtd. in Barclay 86). The church can
certainly benefit from adopting strong character requirements for its leaders,
because literature indicates one cannot underestimate the impact of godly
pastoral leadership and character among people over a prolonged period of
time.
The role of preaching. Carefully prepared, anointed, and creatively
practical preaching is critical to a congregation’s transformation from being
maintenance oriented to mission driven. Effective preaching requires diligent
study of Scripture and faithful exposition of the text. Pastors increase influence
through preaching as their lives reflect integrity and character. Through
preaching, people are challenged by the living word, and they come face to face
with Jesus Christ, the incarnate Word. Persons learn of God’s love for them and
fall deeply in love with Jesus Christ (Patton 73).
Relational Ministry
Christian ministry has an eternal quality when the focus remains
relational. Ron Klassen and John Koessler, former pastors of several small
churches, came to the following realization:
The eloquent sermons, the highly polished worship services, the
picture-perfect building that I thought would bring growth and
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renewal—I had brought these expectations with me from my city
culture. None of them were important to the people of Brewster.
What was important to them was personal relationships, a sense
of family within the community and within the church. (49)
My own experience in my second pastorate confirms this recognition of the vital
importance of relationships. After trying to improve the areas Klassen and
Koessler mention above, and succeeding at some points, I learned at the end of
my ministry that none of the visible improvements deeply impacted the people
of that congregation. Though church members appreciated the preparation
behind the sermons, tolerated the changes in worship, and even affirmed the
building and property improvements, they were most impacted by the
relationships we had forged together. As the time for my departure neared,
individuals thanked me for being with them in tough times, reminded me of
shared experiences, and expressed appreciation for my friendship. Nothing was
said pertaining to my administrative gifts or leadership style, even by
parishioners who shared my vision for the direction of the church. My most
valued gifts to these people were relational.
Large churches differ from small churches in that big churches offer
programs in which one can participate, while small churches offer a place one
can belong (Ray 20). Not every small church offers a place to belong, nor does
every large church ignore this aspect. Small churches are sometimes clannish
and closed to newcomers, and large churches can be very intimate where small
groups predominate. The point is one size does not fit all, and leaders must
respect the differences between large and small churches.
The Incarnation and small church culture. The author of the Gospel of
John begins his account of the life of Jesus with these words:
In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and
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the Word was God. All things came into being through him, and
without him not one thing came into being. And the Word became
flesh and lived among us, and we have seen his glory, the glory as
of a father’s only son, full of grace and truth. (John 1:1, 3, 14,
NRSV)
These masterful words begin the amazing story of God becoming man, dwelling
among those he created. Jesus’ example of dwelling among humankind and
sharing in the culture of his day is a model of what incarnational ministry
should look like. God spoke to his creation through the Incarnation in
understandable ways. Taking seriously a specific time, place, and culture, God
demonstrated the importance of incarnational ministry (Duffett 74). In fact, God
embedded himself so effectively within culture that Jesus was able to state,
“Whoever has seen me has seen the Father” (John 14:9). The essence of the
Incarnation, as Tex Sample views it, looks like this: God becoming flesh and
joining the indigenous practices of his culture in the person of Jesus. Three
things are necessary for Incarnation: (1) the Word [Jesus], (2) the Word
becoming flesh, and (3) [the Word] pitching tent (Spectacle 105). To say the
Word became flesh gets to the humanity of Jesus.
Sample states the literal meaning of lived carries the meaning of God
“pitching tent with us.” This definition may imply an intimacy with humanity,
or it could be a reference to the shortness of Christ’s human presence on earth.
Either way, it communicates God loved the world enough to dwell among
humankind so people can have eternal life (U. S. Lifestyles 152). Christians
serve a God who, in the person of Jesus Christ, chose to become incarnate by
entering earthly space, placing himself in the middle of culture, and grafting
himself into his creation (153). Just as Christ honors the culture of the people
he came to redeem by becoming deeply involved in it, leaders of the small
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church must value the culture they have come to serve. God does not stand at
great distance from his creation judging and condemning. Following Christ’s
lead pastors cannot stand at a distance and condemn or judge the practices of
the small church. Instead, pastors must join (pitch tent) with parishioners in
order to offer redemption in the name of Jesus. Leaders are called to be
incarnational within the small church.
Persons are socialized by their culture and Jesus was no exception. He
chose to allow the social constructs of his culture to shape who he was. When
Christ took on the flesh of humanity, he also embraced the cultural and social
constructs of the people he sought to redeem. Since Christ “pitched tent” with
humanity, joining the “basic and indigenous practice of the world of Jesus’
time” (Sample, Spectacle 106), pastors must likewise engage in the world they
have come to serve. Ministers, theologically educated with refined cultural
practices, may enter the small church world and unintentionally communicate
a superiority that exudes cultural elitism. Christ embraced his culture through
servanthood and refused to assert his divine superiority. Although he was fully
God, he chose to embrace the social practices of the first century Palestinian
culture.
The apostle John writes, “For God so loved the world that he gave his one
and only Son” (John 3:16). God could have turned away disgusted at humanity,
but he did not reject the world because of its messiness. Instead, he entered
fallen humanity and set the greatest example of unconditional love. His
ultimate goal was to change the world; his strategy was to embrace it (Mason
207).
Jesus embraced his culture, but courageously and honestly questioned
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certain indigenous practices of his day when necessary. Likewise, pastors
recognize many small church practices are not consistent with Christian
character (Sample, Spectacle 106). Jesus did not overlook the reality of human
sinfulness, and small church pastors must not ignore the sinfulness of their
cultures. Church leaders must maintain a prophetic voice within their cultures,
if they are to be faithful to the Scriptures. Nevertheless, the practices of small
church culture must not be judged or condemned negatively by those on the
outside simply because they do not fit neatly into the large church or satisfy
contemporary church growth theory. The small church is not responsible to
adopt the character of the newly called pastor, but the pastor must embrace the
character of the small church through incarnational ministry, especially if
transformational change is the goal. Small churches need not manifest the
character of large, suburban churches in order to be faithful to the gospel, nor
must they look like, sound like, or act like large churches in order to be deemed
faithful to the Great Commission. Members of small churches rightfully expect
to be treated with respect by those leaders called to serve them.
Sample wonders if the changes clergy bring to small churches serve that
local church and the gospel, or “some agenda of modernity and ‘progress’ or the
criteria for professional advancement for the clergy or other professional”
(Ministry 53-54). Small churches can change; small churches can grow. Like
every healthy living thing, change can produce growth in the healthy church. In
the event indigenous practices are sinful, they must be confronted in love and
exposed to the light of Scripture. Faithful pastors should be faithful to the Word
of God and speak truth if change is to occur. Sample believes change happens
best as a prophetic voice is calling from within the culture itself, which happens
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as incarnational ministry is practiced among those they serve.
St. Patrick of Ireland. An excellent example of incarnational ministry is
St. Patrick, who shared the gospel with the people of Ireland. At the age of
sixteen, Celtic pirates kidnapped Patrick and took him from northeast England
to the Irish mainland, where he was sold into slavery as a cattle herder. During
his captivity three things happened to Patrick: he was converted to Christianity;
he learned the culture and language of his captors; and, he grew to love his
captors, identify with them, and hope they would be reconciled to God (Hunter,
Celtic Way 13-14).
Eventually, Patrick escaped from captivity and returned to England
where he trained for the priesthood. When he was forty-eight years old, Patrick
received a clear call to proclaim the gospel to the people of Ireland. Following
this calling, Patrick was appointed to be the first missionary bishop to Ireland
(Hunter, Celtic Way 15).
The profound impact of Patrick’s ministry among the Irish was in no
small part a result of immersion in their culture. While redeeming the Irish was
his main goal, evangelism through embodying the message of the gospel was
his means to achieving that goal. Patrick knew the Irish people and their
culture. Patrick knew and accepted his culture. By immersing himself in the
culture of the Irish people, Patrick was able to develop effective ways of
presenting the gospel to them. George G. Hunter III characterizes the value of
incarnational ministry as follows:
Indeed, the fact that Patrick understood the people and their
language, their issues, and their ways, serves as the most
strategically significant single insight that was to drive the wider
expansion of Celtic Christianity, and stands as perhaps our
greatest single learning from this movement. There is no shortcut
to understanding the people. When you understand the people,
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you will often know what to say and do, and how. When the people
know that the Christians understand them, they infer that maybe
the High God understands them too. (Celtic Way 19-20)
Without the relational connection, Patrick had no basis for addressing the
spiritual poverty of the people he sought to reach.
The method of mission and evangelism that emerged out of Patrick’s
ministry to the Irish contrasted sharply with the predominate form found in the
Roman church. The Roman model for reaching people was a very didactic,
literate approach to ministry: presenting the gospel message, inviting hearers to
believe in Christ and become Christians, inviting new converts into the church
and its fellowship (Hunter, Celtic Way 53). Many church leaders currently use
this model as they attempt to change their cultures and churches by preaching,
inviting, and welcoming.
Patrick’s followers approached ministry among their target culture
differently. First, these leaders established relationships with people by bringing
them into the fellowship of the community. In other words, they “pitched tent”
with them. Second, they engaged in conversation, ministry, prayer, and
worship. Mutual sharing within the context of relationship enabled the faith
sharer and target culture to receive and respect the others’ gifts, attributes, and
graces. Third, as faith began to emerge within them, they were invited to
commit (Hunter, Celtic Way 53). Small church leaders can benefit from a
similar ministry approach: “pitching tent,” sharing culture, and inviting
participation in the mission. Incarnational ministry is a relational, communal,
and respectful approach to indigenous ministry. Relational ministry is essential
for lasting change to take root in the small church.
The Word of God is the premier model for credible change and renewal.
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The following two biblical examples may increase understanding of the process
of change and renewal.
Equipping the Laity
A recent online study discovered 56 percent of all churchgoers limit their
activity to a weekend worship service (Witham), which means more than onethird of every church’s average attendance is on the sidelines of ministry,
missing out on the most important opportunity humanity has been given by
God. One important contribution of the megachurch movement is the priority
placed on the empowerment of the laity. Empowerment refers less to
administrative control and more to ministry development. To empower laity
means to elevate them to full partnership in the congregation’s ministry, equip
them to serve Christ, and release them to lead, minister, and evangelize. To
empower laity means to emphasize the equality of all Christians as the people of
God and to de-emphasize the institutional categories of clergy and laity.
Lay ministry. Modernity introduced a model where the pastor was the
sole caregiver and chaplain of the community. Stagnant pastoral model
churches indicate pastors cannot do the ministry alone. If pastors try to do
ministry alone, they limit their church’s potential at their personal leadership
ceiling. While seminary trains pastors to do the work, the reality of ministry
requires pastors to find ways to identify, develop, and release the potential of
laypersons for Christian service. Every great reformation of the church has been
“the restoration of the legitimate baptismal ministry of the laity” (Willimon 281).
Every Christian is called by God to serve; the concept of “calling” is not unique
to professional clergy. Effective pastors help people discern how God may be
calling them to serve (Slaughter 112) and encourages and equips them for the
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work of ministry (Eph. 4:12). As laypersons are released to serve as God has
called them, the shared work of ministry becomes a blessing, everyone’s gifts
are used in kingdom work, and the church grows. Schwarz has confirmed this
principle of lay ministry in his research on church health:
Leaders who realize their own empowerment by empowering
others experience how the “all by itself” principle contributes to
growth. Rather than handling the bulk of church responsibilities
on their own, they invest the majority of their time in discipleship,
delegation, and multiplication. (23)
Spiritual leaders assist the Holy Spirit in helping persons become who God
created them to be.
The apostle Paul describes the primary task for the lay-equipping
missional leader:
It was he who gave some to be apostles, some to be prophets,
some to be evangelists, and some to be pastors and teachers, to
prepare God’s people for works of service, so that the body of
Christ may be built up until we all reach unity in the faith and in
the knowledge of the Son of God and become mature, attaining to
the whole measure of the fullness of Christ. (Eph. 4:11-13)
God calls all people to be active in ministry and leaders, including pastors, are
to equip those people to answer God’s call to service (Galloway, Building Teams
19).
Volunteerism. In 2002, Bill Hybels introduced the importance of the “Y
factor,” which refers to lay volunteers in ministry. Willow Creek Community
Church has always had a strong emphasis on lay ministry; however, when an
economic downturn forced them to cease hiring new staff to do ministry, an allout recruitment effort to enlist new lay ministers ensued. God used the
economy to force his church to do what they should have been doing as a
matter of practice. The biblical mandate for the ministry of the church is lay
empowerment. Some laypersons may be comfortable allowing paid staff to do all
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the work of ministry (Willimon 281), but many have been relegated to inactivity
by clergy who believe they are the only qualified ministers in the church
(Stevens 24-48).
Warren challenges leaders to trust laypeople to minister, give them
freedom to take initiative, and allow them freedom to make mistakes (377).
Pastors and church members could accomplish much more for Christ by
embracing this concept of shared ministry. Shifting control from clergy to laity
would involve trusting the laity to do ministry; challenging the laity to do
ministry; trusting the laity to initiate new ministries; and keeping the focus on
ministry, not on control or credit (Schaller, Interventionist 89).
Trusting laypersons with ministry responsibility may be difficult for some
pastors, where people pleasing and personal recognition are often a temptation.
Hybels gives fellow pastors a healthy way to view this challenge:
Our role … is to create a culture in which the value of
volunteerism is upheld and where staff members and lay leaders
are taught how to move church members into the best possible
volunteer niches. [E]ach volunteer we add means that one more
Christ-follower is discovering the thrill of serving, and one more
spiritual need is being met. (79)
The early Church grew without any set-aside priesthood, and more than fifteen
hundred years later John Wesley entrusted the laity with the early Methodist
movement. The necessity of ministry among growing churches has confirmed
the value of entrusting ministry to the laity:
We are learning that many lay people, with training, can do ninety
percent of what an ordained pastor does. Lay people in great
numbers can contact and encourage their people, love and care for
them, listen to and empathize with them, engage in spiritual
conversation with them, pray by their bed in the hospital, support
them in loss and grief, and be generally watchful and available as
a shepherd to the sheep. (Hunter, Church 134)
Because of the overwhelming demands placed on small church pastors, they
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may be reluctant to invest energy in the important task of equipping laypersons
for ministry. Reluctance aside, pastors must encourage and emphasize lay
ministry until volunteerism becomes the “white-hot value” of the congregation
(Hybels 76). History is on the side of the lay-equipping pastor because over the
long run ministry and mission will transfer from pastor to people as the
congregation catches God’s mission for their church and community.
Benefits derived from lay empowerment include increased morale, shared
ownership of ministry, greater participation from the membership, and less
burnout. When laypersons discover their place of ministry, especially within
their particular area of giftedness, they generally function less in their own
strength and more in the power of the Holy Spirit. Furthermore, they are more
content as they utilize their gifts for Christ (Schwarz 24). Dale Galloway argues
an involved member is a happy member (Small Group Book 84). Laypeople
invested in ministry have less to criticize and a stronger sense of ownership.
The power of apprenticeship. In a world of specialization and hypereducation, recruitment for new leadership is usually drawn from those who
have attended classes or attended seminars. Formal classroom training is
important but the small church has the potential to offer the best form of lay
recruitment and lay training: apprenticeship. Potential leaders may be
identified, recruited, and trained through apprenticeship. Schwarz’s research
confirms the healthiest congregations are those in which new leaders are
recruited from among current participants in ministry. Jesus preferred model
for training leaders was apprenticeship. The disciples served as interns, training
under the Master (Luke 10:17-24). They learned by watching and by doing.
They learned through failure and success (Mark 9:14-29). After Jesus had
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equipped his disciples, he released them and then sent them out to minister in
his name (Sanders 52).
One of the best models for apprenticeship is found in the story of Elijah
and Elisha. Elijah took his young apprentice with him wherever he went. Elisha
sought and received a “double portion of…[Elijah’s] spirit” (2 Kings 2:9). This
empowered apprentice later provided the widow’s oil, healed Naaman the leper,
made an axhead float, and ultimately completed the mission of Elijah (2 Kings
4-6). The ministry of the apprentice exceeded that of the teacher. Imagine the
outcome, however, if Elisha had been confined to seminars and classes
(Hendricks 206). Apprenticeship, as a recruiting and training tool, is far more
effective and much less expensive for the church (72-73). Small churches have
the potential to implement effective apprenticeship training because of existing
relational networks. These networks provide natural recruitment opportunities,
and expected interaction between church members promotes training and
apprenticeship.
Pastors do not employ this training technique universally for many
reasons. Some leaders have been burned by past experience. Others were
trained to do the ministry of the church. Some lead congregations content with
a pastoral model of ministry. Some clergy choose ministry because they desire
the power they assume comes with the position. Those leaders who struggle
with the need for power may be averse to the prospect of apprenticing other
potential leaders. Such pastors become spiritual dictators who misuse
positional leadership to manipulate people to further their personal agendas
(Blackaby and Blackaby 90). The ultimate loser of such weak leadership is the
Church. When these extremes are avoided, both pastor and people benefit
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because the most effective leadership comes from within and the best training
is on the job (Hendricks 204).
Conclusion
Jesus set the example for incarnational ministry. He is the Incarnation.
As church leaders seek to transition smaller congregations, “the Incarnation
provides an important filter through which they must screen the new
paradigms they might embrace” (Paul 70). The literature seems to indicate
incarnational living and respect for a church’s unique social and cultural
context are vital to how leaders live among their people. Further, as
relationships and trust are built over time, biblical preaching and living is
modeled by the pastor, and prayer is utilized, God can renew individuals and
communities of faith.
The literature informing this research indicates a pastor’s passion for
God’s vision and love for the congregation is crucial in this process of renewal.
Passion is contagious. As people hear their pastor preach about the mission of
God, carry out God’s mission personally, and consistently model the preferred
future, they will be more likely to grasp the vision being shared. The power of
prayer and anointed preaching, inspired through respectful shared life, seems
to create an ethos where (1) the gospel is heard, (2) a God-breathed vision is
received, (3) laity are called, equipped, and released to serve, and (4) lives are
transformed.
The review of literature indicates the twenty-first century secular culture
provides rich soil for small church communities to flourish. Congregations who
effectively transition from a pastoral to program model of ministry in this
century will be those exhibiting the following:
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•

Strong pastoral leadership: Pastors who have a clear vision from God

regarding the church’s future, a respect for the church’s unique culture, and a
missional heart.
•

Relational ministry: Laypeople who love one another in tangible

ways, have compassion for the needy, embrace spiritual practices of Christian
living, and reach outside their walls to those who need the love and forgiveness
of God.
•

Spiritual renewal: Desperation for God’s blessing on the congregation,

leading to repentance, prayer, scriptural obedience, and passionate intentional
evangelism.
•

Lay equipping: Shared ministry where clergy and laity who are

called, developed, and released, serve together in ministry.
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN OF THE STUDY
The purpose of this study was to investigate the emphasized qualities
and/or transition strategies that enabled smaller churches to move from a
“pastoral” to “program” model of ministry. A qualitative research design, using a
researcher-designed, semi-structured interview protocol, was selected. The
interview questions were designed to solicit open-ended responses from the
participants and were cross sectional in nature. Cross sectional designed
studies collect data at one point in time (Wiersma 164). The face-to-face
interviews, general observations of the researcher, and historical statistics were
the primary sources of data for the study.
Problem and Purpose
The small church receives little attention from contemporary church
growth literature, even though 70 percent of churches average less than one
hundred in morning worship attendance (Patton 9). I believe many of these
churches, if healthy, could grow. Small churches have the potential to offer
isolated individuals biblical community and loving nurture (Ray 4-5). When
smaller churches experience transition from a maintenance mind-set to one of
mission, the Great Commandment and Great Commission are furthered, and
they model the true nature of the body of Christ.
Most of the literature indicates the difficulty of transitioning a small
church from a pastoral model to a program model of church size and type
(Mann 15). Few studies actually exist, however, that discuss this important
transition. Discovering more about the emphasized qualities and/or transitional
strategies used by churches that have experienced this transition would be an
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important contribution to the study of small churches.
The review of literature indicates pastoral model churches averaging
fewer than one hundred in morning worship struggle to grow larger in part
because they must transition from being pastor oriented to being more program
oriented. Plateau and complacency is often the norm and expectation in these
contexts. While large churches continue to grow, small congregations struggle
to find their niche and reach their full potential. Often they struggle just to keep
their own members from transferring to larger congregations. Small churches
can and should grow. If more churches could navigate the pastoral to program
transition, the subsequent growth and the unchurched millions coming to know
Christ would be astounding. The discoveries in the review of literature formed
the basis of the questions asked in each congregation. The qualities and
strategies identified by the participants were tested in the literature.
The churches identified for inclusion in the study were all congregations
within the Church of the Nazarene, founded before 1984, in the South Central
or North Central regions. The study identified churches with an average
morning worship attendance of one hundred or fewer in 1998 that increased
their morning worship attendance to 125 or more by 2003, and maintained that
growth for two consecutive assembly years. A group of four churches averaging
one hundred or fewer in 1998 was selected for purposes of control.
My focus was the process of transition from a pastoral model church to a
program model church.
Research Question
The research was guided by the following question: What emphasized
qualities and/or transitional strategies do pastors and lay leaders report as
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essential to their transition from a “pastoral”-type church to a “program”-type
church?
The hypothesis was that findings identified in the review of literature
would be largely present in the responses of the subject pastors and lay leaders.
Subjects
The subjects for this study were nine congregations within the South
Central or North Central regions of the Church of the Nazarene. The
congregations were
1. Batesville, Arkansas, First Church of the Nazarene;
2. Marshfield, Missouri, First Church of the Nazarene;
3. Seymour, Missouri, First Church of the Nazarene;
4. Southwood Church of the Nazarene, Raytown, Missouri; and,
5. Tyler, Texas, First Church of the Nazarene.
Four churches were selected as a control group. Similarity in demographic,
geographic, and cultural traits were considered in the selection of these control
churches.
Selection of Congregations
Using the 2004 journals from ten districts within the South Central and
North Central regions of the Church of the Nazarene, a list was made of
churches having a Sunday morning worship average attendance over 125. Six
hundred forty-eight churches were examined. Once a list was generated,
statistical data were obtained from the Church of the Nazarene’s international
headquarters in Kansas City, Missouri. Using the parameters for selecting
subject churches, the list was shortened to include only qualified
congregations. Nine were discovered. Of the nine remaining, I narrowed the list
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to five transitioning churches as requested by my dissertation mentor and
second reader. I chose the four control churches the same way in consultation
with my mentor.
Selection of Interviewees
In December 2005, the senior pastors from each identified congregation
were contacted, told how their congregations were selected for the study, given
the purpose of the project, and asked for their support. The commitment
required from each pastor included selecting the congregants for both focus
groups, providing space for the interviews, and personally participating in the
project as a subject.
In December 2005, the pastor of each church was mailed two
denominational endorsements (see Appendixes A and B), a letter of explanation
(see Appendix C), and a survey to be completed and returned before the first
researcher visit (see Appendix E). The survey’s purpose was to solicit basic
demographic information useful for the project.
In January 2006, each of the five pastors identified potential congregants
for the project. Two focus groups were created. The first focus group consisted
of five persons who were part of the congregation before 1998. The second focus
group consisted of five persons who have become part of the congregation since
growth began to occur.
Each participant was given a consent form describing the project and
asked to sign the form before the interview began. A copy of the consent form
can be found in Appendix D.
Control
To assess the reasons why subject churches were able to transition from
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pastoral model churches to program model churches better, a qualitative
control was included in this study. Pastoral model churches that did not make
the transition during the same time period were studied. Selection criteria for
the control churches were similar to the five subject churches and are adapted
from the four criteria used by Rainer in his book, Breakout Churches (217-18).
Size Fit
The comparison church had to have an average worship attendance
between seventy-five and one hundred, as determined by their respective 1998
district journal. They also must have averaged below 125 in their respective
2004 district journal.
Demographic Fit
Similarity was the issue in this factor. The goal was to match each
transitioning church with a control group church, as closely as possible, for
geography and demography. I desired, if at all possible, to match population
variables (e.g., positive or negative growth trends, a small town church with a
small town church, a county seat church with a county seat church, an urban
setting with an urban setting). Proximity to a transitioning church was also an
important factor in choosing the control churches.
Doctrinal Fit
All the churches selected are of the Wesleyan/holiness theological
tradition. They all are congregations within the Church of the Nazarene.
Data Collection
The data collection for the control group churches was similar to that of
the transitioning churches. I visited each church and conducted a one-hour
interview with the pastor. The questions asked were exactly the same as those
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asked of the pastors of the transitioning churches. Unlike the transitioning
churches, where two focus groups were created, each control group church was
asked to form one focus group, made up of five to ten persons. I requested the
group be evenly populated with newcomers (those since 1998) and long-term
members. I interviewed this group and asked the same questions as the
transitioning churches’ focus groups. The control group churches were also
asked to sign the consent form. These four churches will not be identified.
Instrumentation
The interview questions were semi-structured and designed to be
administered by the researcher as a participant-observer (Wiersma 201).
Surveys are research tools to assist the collection of information from people
about their feelings, beliefs, and perspectives (Fink and Kosecoff 10). Interviews
are a form of survey research where questions are asked directly, in person, or
by phone to the respondents (13). Each site visit required three separate
interviews: one with the pastor, one with those present before 1998, and one
with those present since 1998. Each interview was conducted on site at the
participating church facility and lasted approximately one hour.
Pretesting
Two pastors previewed the questions designed for pastors in order to
determine face validity. Both of these pastors minister within the context of
growing small churches. Rev. Larry Woodward is pastor of First Church of the
Nazarene in Fayetteville, Arkansas. Rev. Jeff Lebert is pastor of New Hope
Church of the Nazarene in Rogers, Arkansas. I explained the project to them
and then interviewed each pastor using the instrument designed for the
selected pastors. Following the interview both were asked if the questions were
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clear and appropriate. They were also asked if any additional questions should
have been asked. Finally, Woodward and Lebert reviewed the survey and
indicated its appropriateness for inclusion in the study. Modifications of clarity
were made to the questions to ensure more accurate responses.
The focus group interviews were pretested with the research and
reflection team. The goal was to seek clarity and ease of understanding. The
questions were adjusted to make them more open-ended, allowing subjects to
share their thoughts more freely. The instrument consists of three main parts:
General Survey, Pastoral Interview, and Focus Group Interviews.
General Survey
In part one, the pastor was asked general information about the church
and community through a researcher-designed survey. The information sought
was primarily demographic and historical. Each church’s historical statistical
data was attained through the various district assembly journals.
Pastoral Interviews
The interview began by asking personal and professional questions of the
pastor. The primary focus of the interview sought to discern the pastor’s
perspective on ministry. The questions in this section were designed to discover
what qualities were emphasized or what intentional strategies were employed.
The questions were crafted to address the issues of spiritual renewal, pastoral
leadership, role of the laity, and relational ministry. Additionally, general
questions were asked to reinforce the four issues or discover additional
strategies. The goal was to discover, from the pastor’s perspective, what made
the transition possible. The interview questions are listed below.
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Spiritual renewal. Two questions were designed to address the impact
spiritual renewal made on the church’s transition. Table 3.1 lists the questions
asked each pastor regarding spiritual renewal.

Table 3.1. Pastoral Interview Questions Regarding Spiritual Renewal
Question
Number

Question
Describe the atmosphere of this congregation when you arrived as pastor.
Describe the atmosphere of this congregation today.
Can you point to a specific milestone or moment in the life of this
congregation? What difference has it made?

1
2

Pastoral leadership. The leadership and vision of the senior pastor is
critical to the transition process. Three questions were designed to address this
issue. Table 3.2 lists the questions asked each pastor regarding pastoral
leadership.

Table 3.2. Pastoral Interview Questions Regarding Pastoral Leadership
Question
Number
5
6
12

Question
Do you personally feel oneness with the culture of this church and
community? If yes, please explain. If no, why not?
Have you had to change as a leader? If so, in what ways?
What do you do best as a pastor?

Role of the laity. Transitioning the laity from being mere receivers of
ministry to leaders in ministry is part of a church’s transition from a pastoral to
program model of ministry. Table 3.3 lists the two questions asked each pastor
regarding the role of the laity in their church.
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Table 3.3. Pastoral Interview Questions Regarding the Role of the Laity
Question
Number

Question
Have the roles and responsibilities of the laity changed during these years?
If so, how?
What new ministries or programs, if any, have been started in the past five
years? How are these ministries and programs led? What difference have
these ministries and programs made?

7
8

Relational ministry. The following questions focused on the ministry of
laity and clergy to one another and to newcomers. Table 3.4 lists the two
questions asked each pastor regarding the ways congregants and pastors relate
to one another.

Table 3.4. Pastoral Interview Questions Regarding Relational Ministry
Question
Number
3
4

Question
What do you believe makes a congregation healthy? Do you witness those
same qualities in your congregation?
Does your congregation demonstrate God’s love to those outside the
church, especially the needy? If yes, please be specific.

General questions. Three general questions were designed to address
the larger issues related to transition and growth. Their purpose was to address
the four large categories listed above and to determine if additional factors were
present in the transition.
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Table 3.5. General Pastoral Interview Questions
Question
Number
9
10
11

Question
Do you believe numerical growth is realistic for small churches? Why or
why not? If so, what do you believe makes growth possible in a small
church?
What, if anything, would you do differently knowing what you know now?
What would you say your congregation does best?

Focus Group Interviews
Information was collected from lay leaders in the form of two focus
groups. Each focus group consisted of five regular attendees of the church. The
first group was made up of those congregants present before and during the
transition. This section consisted of questions derived from those asked during
the pastor’s interview. The goal was to discover if commonality existed among
the responses. The second group was made up of newcomers to the church, all
regular attendees since 1998. The goal was to discover what qualities or
strategies enabled the assimilation and activity of these newcomers to the
church. The questions asked of each group were identical and they were crafted
to probe the issues of spiritual renewal, pastoral leadership, role of the laity,
and relational ministry. General questions were also asked. All pastors and
laypersons interviewed were asked to sign a consent form indicating their
willingness to participate.
Spiritual renewal. Lay perceptions regarding growth inspired the
creation of the following questions. Table 3.6 lists the five questions asked to
each focus group regarding spiritual renewal.
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Table 3.6. Focus Group Interview Questions Regarding Spiritual Renewal
Question
Question
Number
3
Has your church experienced any numerical growth? Why or why not?
What has been the most exciting thing that has happened here in the past
6
six months?
For those who were here, describe the atmosphere of the church five years
8
ago. For all of you, what is the atmosphere like today?
Can you point to a specific spiritual milestone or moment in the life of this
10
congregation? What difference has it made?
Would you describe your church as spiritual? If yes, how would you define
14
a spiritual church? If no, please explain why.

Pastoral leadership. The role of pastoral leadership in the change
process, and the subsequent perceptions of the laity regarding the pastor’s
influence on those changes provided the focus for the following questions. Table
3.7 lists six questions asked of each focus group to address the issue of
pastoral leadership.

Table 3.7. Focus Group Interview Questions Regarding Pastoral Leadership
Question
Number
15a
15b
15c
15d
15e
15f

Question
What is the primary task of your pastor?
What does your pastor do best?
Have his/her roles or responsibilities changed in the past five years?
How does your pastor provide care to your church family?
How important is it that your pastor be present when there is a ministry
need?
How does your pastor work with your church’s leaders?

Role of the laity. The impact of transition on the roles and
responsibilities of the laity formed the basis for this group of questions. Table
3.8 lists the two questions asked of the focus groups regarding their
understanding of ministry and lay leadership.
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Table 3.8. Focus Group Interview Questions Regarding the Role of the
Laity
Question
Number
5
16

Question
How does the ministry of your church get done? Who carries the load
around here?
Do you feel strong ownership of your church’s ministry and future? If yes,
in what ways do you contribute to your church’s ministry and future? If
no, what would help you feel ownership?

Relational ministry. The mutual care of laypersons and pastor, the
outreach and love provided to newcomers, and the maintenance of the church
as a family informed the following questions. Table 3.9 lists two questions
designed to address the issue of relational ministry.

Table 3.9. Focus Group Interview Questions Regarding Relational Ministry
Question
Question
Number
2
How does your church help new people feel like they are part of the family?
12
Why do you choose to remain part of this congregation?

General questions. Six additional questions were created to address the
four categories indirectly and to determine other factors, if any, involved in the
transition and growth of each church. Table 3.10 lists the questions asked of
each focus group.
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Table 3.10. General Focus Group Interview Questions
Question
Question
Number
1
What do you love most about your church?
Can a church ever get too big? If yes, what do you think is the ideal size for
4
a church in terms of number of people?
If you could wave a magic wand around here and make one change, what
7
would you change?
Have there been any ministries or programs added recently? If so, what
9
impact have they had on the congregation?
11
Briefly, why did you first come to this church?
13
What does your church do best?

Data Collection
On site fieldwork was an interactive process. Participant observation,
interviews, and collection of related documents was the primary approach to
collecting the data (Wiersma 201). Whenever possible, I observed the
congregation in their midweek service. First, the interviews were videotaped so I
could interact one-on-one with the pastor and focus groups. Second, I asked
the pastors for annual reports, videos of special services, or other documents
they thought were important for telling the church’s story. Third, I continually
made general observations, noting the care of the facility, the general attitude of
the participants, and the overall atmosphere of the congregation. The
information received from those interviews forms the basis for Chapter 4.
Data Analysis
The analysis of the data began before arriving at the subject churches.
William Wiersma states that data collection and data analysis often run
together in qualitative research (202). That was certainly the case in this
project. Data analysis allows for the organization of what has been seen, heard,
and read so the researcher can make sense of what has been learned (Glesne
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130). Wiersma writes, “The data may suggest categories for characterizing
information” (202).
This was an interactive process with personal general observations of
each church involved. These observations were important as I looked for
perceived care of the facilities and grounds and sought to gauge the mood and
ethos of the subject churches. Watching the video recording, taking notes on
what was said, listening for inflection in the comments or other subjective
characteristics produced almost one hundred pages of field notes. The
interviews were not transcribed, but as the field notes and interviews were
examined, the need for organization became evident. The need for coding
became apparent. Coding helps the qualitative researcher “see what they have
in the data” through a process of obtaining data reduction (Wiersma 203),
organizing, classifying, and finding themes in the data (Glesne 149). Coding
enabled the sorting of material as it related to the research question and the
findings of the literature review.
Through the process of coding and synthesizing material according to the
research question, qualities and strategies began to emerge from the
congregations. Contrasts with control churches were immediately clear. Special
attention was given to the emergence of patterns of thinking or behavior, words
or phrases, and/or events that appeared with regularity or for some reason
appeared noteworthy among the responses. This was an inductive process, and,
admittedly, often subjective. Coding categories were tested for validity with the
Research and Reflection team. They were asked to code certain preselected or
precoded phrases or interview comments. General agreement, not unanimity,
from those involved in the project was the objective.
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This study was a multi-case and multi site project, which required a
cross-sectional approach to analyzing the data. This process was chosen
because the research was collected through interviews at one point in time from
a random sample representing a given population at that time (Wiersma 163).
Furthermore, this project required comparison and contrast, which
necessitated multiple subjects (207). The procedure followed was primarily
descriptive analysis, which means, “The author examines the data, lists it
according to the research question it answers, looks for correlating factors, and
makes general and specific observations on the data collected” (Haskins 52-53).
The data collected from the interviews and general observations was
qualitative in nature; therefore, it was not analyzed statistically. This data
provided only general observations, descriptive information, and supporting
information.
Conclusion
After all the data were collected and analyzed, literature mentioned in
Chapter 2 and the findings among the subject churches were studied together.
The results are presented in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
Transitioning a church from a pastoral-type to a program-type
congregation is one of the most difficult transitions pastors and churches ever
experience. Relatively few Nazarene churches successfully navigate this
transition. Little material exists in broader church growth literature dedicated
to the growth of smaller churches. This discrepancy, coupled with personal
experience, was the guiding principle for exploring this subject. The purpose of
this research was to study the issue of transition in church growth literature,
examine the transition process in small churches, and determine the degree
literature findings could be confirmed in the congregations studied.
Research Question
This study was guided by the following question: What emphasized
qualities and/or transitional strategies do pastors and lay leaders report as
essential to their transition from a pastoral-type church to a program-type
church?
The hypothesis was that findings identified in the review of literature
would be largely present in the responses of the subject pastors and lay leaders.
Profile of Subjects
There were 648 churches examined and nine met the criteria of this
study. The subjects were drawn from three groups: the pastor of each church, a
pre-1998 focus group, and a post-1998 focus group. Five to ten active
congregants comprised each focus group. The following five churches were
selected for inclusion and study as transitioning congregations.
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Batesville Church of the Nazarene
Batesville Church of the Nazarene is located in Batesville, Arkansas.
Batesville is a small county seat community located on the White River in
scenic north central Arkansas. Population estimates for 2004 state that 9,549
people live in Batesville, not much numerical variance in the past five years.
The church has been located in the heart of town since 1929.
Rev. Tim Williams was called to pastor the church in 1997. During his
tenure the congregation built a new worship center and gymnasium, hired staff,
and experienced a numerical increase of 72 percent. Total giving increased 150
percent during the same period of time. Williams moved to Texas in 2003, and
Rev. Wayne Thomas was called as pastor a few months later.
Marshfield Church of the Nazarene
Marshfield Church of the Nazarene is located in southwestern Missouri
about twenty miles northeast of Springfield on Interstate 44. Census estimates
for 2004 indicate Marshfield’s steady growth has brought the population to
6,553 residents, a slight increase above the 2000 census. Marshfield is a small
county seat town with tree lined streets and proud citizens.
Rev. Brian Letsinger became pastor in 1999, following the steady and
healing ministry of Rev. John Moles. According to Letsinger, and the pre-1998
focus group, Moles was instrumental in preparing the congregation for a new
vision. Since 1998 the church has seen a numerical increase of 456 percent.
Pastor Letsinger has led the church into two building programs, the hiring of
staff, and an increased community presence. Total giving has increased 352
percent.
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Seymour Church of the Nazarene
Seymour Church of the Nazarene is currently the largest church in
Seymour, Missouri. Seymour is a rural Ozark mountain community located on
U. S. Highway 60 about twenty miles east of Springfield, Missouri. Population
estimates for 2004 state that 1,921 people live in the Seymour city limits, a
slight increase from the 2000 census.
Rev. Mark Terrill was appointed pastor of the church in 1996. At the time
district leadership was considering closing the church. The building was cement
block construction from the 1960s with many structural problems. The pre1998 focus group remembered how cold the church felt when they gathered
each Sunday in the cement block building. Previous pastoral tenures were short
and hope for the future was hard to find among the congregation. Pastor
Terrill’s first Sunday witnessed fifteen people in Sunday school, five of which
were his immediate family. During Terrill’s ministry, Seymour Church has seen
a numerical increase of 306 percent. New facilities have been built, additional
ministerial and support staff members have been hired, and programs dominate
this ministry. Total giving has increased 404 percent. The church recently
purchased new property and plans to construct a seven hundred seat
sanctuary on the site.
Southwood Church of the Nazarene
Kansas City Southwood Church of the Nazarene is located in the
Raytown community. Raytown was once a suburb but is now a quickly
changing multicultural part of the Kansas City metropolitan area. According to
2004 census estimates 29,348 people live in Raytown. The residential
population has decreased slowly since the 1990 census.
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Rev. Craig Laughlin became pastor of the church upon graduation from
Nazarene Theological Seminary in Kansas City in 1994. He found a wonderful
group of Christians struggling to find their place in the changing community.
The four previous pastors, on average, had stayed at the church less than one
year: sixteen months, six months, seventeen months, and eight months.
Laughlin has led the church into several remodeling projects, hired multiple
staff for the various programs, and helped the congregation embrace the
cultural changes around them. The average morning worship attendance has
increased 73 percent, and total giving has increased 103 percent since Laughlin
became the congregation’s leader.
Tyler First Church of the Nazarene
Tyler is a vibrant city in northeast Texas with an expanding
infrastructure. According to 2004 population estimates 89,552 live in Tyler.
First Church of the Nazarene has served the city since 1926 and is positioned
in a fast-growing, central city section of south Tyler. The community
surrounding the church is experiencing rapid cultural transition.
In 1998 the district was considering closure and asked retired Nazarene
evangelist Rev. Bill Taylor to preach at the church. Taylor agreed to pastor the
congregation on one condition: he would not administrate the church, hold
office hours, or attend district meetings. The congregation agreed and hired
another minister, part-time, to administrate the day-to-day operations of the
church. Taylor’s ministry was centered on evangelism and prayer. During his
tenure (1998-2004), a full-time minister of worship was added, a multipurpose
gymnasium was built, and the congregation’s average Sunday morning worship
attendance increased 194 percent. Total giving had increased 171 percent.
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Taylor retired, again, in 2004.
Rev. Phil Ketchum was called in 2005 to pastor this wonderful
congregation. Since his arrival, the congregation has moved their worship
service from the old sanctuary to the new multipurpose gymnasium to
accommodate growth.
Table 4.1 gives an overview of the five churches, their transition pastors
and numerical growth.

Table 4.1. Profile of Transitioning Churches
Church
Location
Small
Batesville
7 years
Town
Small
Marshfield 6.5 years
Town
Small
Seymour
9.5 years
Town
Experiencing
Southwood 11 years
Cultural
Transition
Central City
Tyler First 6.5 years
Church

Length of
Tenure

Growth Population Attendance Attendance
1998
2005
of City
Trend
No
9,549
79
136
Change
Moderate
6,553
50
233
Increase
Moderate
1,921
55
223
Increase
Moderate
Decline

29,348

97

165

Sharp
Increase

89,552

52

153

Control Group
Four churches were selected as a control group. These churches, not
identified herein by name or location, were matched for geographic,
demographic, and statistical comparison. The subjects for the control group
churches were drawn from two target groups: the pastor of each church and
one focus group from each church comprised of five to ten congregants. Table
4.2 describes the general profile of the four control churches.
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Table 4.2. Profile of Control Churches
Church
A
B
C
D

Length of
Tenure

Church
Growth
Location
Trend
Small
Slight
7 years
Increase
Town
Small
Sharp
3 months
Town
Increase
Older
Slight
11 months
Suburban Decline
Small
Slight
3 years
Town
Decline

Population
of City

Attendance Attendance
1998
2005

10,252

80

80

6,862

74

66

24,848

81

76

1,334

96

75

Findings of the Study
Qualitative research was the primary means of data collection. All nine
churches were visited and face-to-face interviews conducted with the pastor
and lay focus groups. The survey and interview questions were identical for
transitioning and control churches.
Each pastor was asked twelve open-ended questions developed by my
faculty mentor, Dr. Ron Crandall, and me. Two of the questions explored the
issue of spiritual renewal. Three questions explored the issue of pastoral
leadership. Two questions explored the role of the laity. Two questions explored
the issue of relational ministry. Additionally, three general questions were
asked to discover other issues or patterns not addressed in the primary
questions.
Each lay focus group was asked sixteen open-ended questions developed
by the faculty mentor and me. Four of the questions explored the issue of
spiritual renewal. One question, with five follow-up questions, explored the
issue of pastoral leadership. Two questions, one with two additional follow-up
questions, explored the role of the laity. Two questions explored the issue of
relational ministry. Six general questions were asked to discover other issues or
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patterns not addressed in the primary questions. Each interview was
videotaped to enable my full engagement in the conversations and to observe
nonverbal elements of the interview.
A general survey was sent to each pastor before the site visit. The
information collected dealt with demographic and statistical data for the
congregation and community. General subjective observations of the church’s
environment and facilities were noted, as well as the interactions of congregants
toward one another and with their pastor.
Pastoral Survey Data
Before the on site visit, each pastor was mailed a survey to answer basic
demographic questions regarding their congregation. The surveys were collected
while I visited each church. Interesting findings arose from these surveys.
Pastoral Tenure
The average tenure for the five transitioning church pastors was more
than eight years. Three of the five transitioning pastors were still serving the
congregation being studied at the time of the interview. Looking back twentyfive years, the average tenure for the pastors of the four control churches was
less than four years. Four of five transitioning leaders were first-time senior
pastors. The fifth was a retired evangelist.
Church Location and Growth Trend
Most transitioning and control churches were located in small towns or
rural communities where slight growth was taking place. Two were in older city
suburbs where the effects of suburban flight were noticeable. Three were in
areas where a slight decline was evident in recent years. Most were located in
county seats towns. Two of the five transitioning churches indicated the
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multicultural transition their community is experiencing and their churches’
location within these changing areas. Both churches were proud of the
ministries targeting these new persons, and I witnessed the healthy interaction
of these intentionally diverse communities of faith. With the exception of one
church, Tyler First Church of the Nazarene, where a control match was not
found, all the control churches matched the transitioning churches well for
community location and general population growth trend.
Church Board
The transitioning churches indicated 31 percent of their church board
members had been part of the church for less than five years; 37 percent had
been part of the church 6-10 years; 19.6 percent had been part of the church
11-20 years; 12.4 percent had been part of the church more than twenty years.
When responding to the same question, the control churches responded
that 9.25 percent had been part of the church for less than five years; 26.75
percent had been part of the church 6-10 years; 17.50 percent had been part of
the church 11-20 years; and 46.50 percent had been part of the church more
than twenty years.
Table 4.3 compares how long the members of the church board have
attended in both transitioning and control churches.

Table 4.3. Church Board Members’ Length of Time at Church
Transitioning
Control
Churches % Churches %
0-5 years
31
9.25
6-10 years
37
26.75
11-20 years
19.6
17.5
20+ years
12.4
46.5
Tenure
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Facilities
All five transitioning churches had remodeled or relocated their facilities
in the past ten years. Two of the control churches had remodeled their facilities
in the past ten years. None had moved to another location.
Age of Adult Attendees
Each pastor was asked to describe the age demographic of the adult
population of his church. The transitioning churches indicated 25 percent of
the congregation’s attendees were 18-30 years of age: 28 percent were 31-45
years of age; 17 percent were 46-59 years of age; 12 percent were 60-69 years of
age; and 18 percent were seventy years of age or older.
The control churches’ adult attendees were described as follows: 10
percent were 18-30 years of age; 26.25 percent were 31-45 years of age; 30.75
percent were 46-59 years of age; 21.25 percent were 60-69 years of age; 11.75
percent were 70 years of age or older.
Table 4.4 compares the age categories for both transitioning and control
churches.

Table 4.4. Age Breakdown of Adult Congregants
Age
18-30 years
31-45 years
46-59 years
60-69 years
70+ years

Transitioning
Control
Churches % Churches %
25
28
17
12
18

10
26.25
30.75
21.25
11.75

Tenure of Adult Attendees
The transitioning pastors described their attendees’ length of tenure as
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follows: 24.8 percent have attended less than two years; 38 percent 3-5 years;
13.4 percent have attended 6-10 years; 11.8 percent have attended 10-20
years; 12 percent have attended the church more than twenty years.
The control church pastors responded that 10.5 percent have attended
less than two years; 16.25 percent have attended 3-5 years; 20 percent have
attended 6-10 years; 19.5 percent have attended 10-20 years; and 33.75
percent have attended the church more than twenty years.
Table 4.5 describes how long the adult population has been part of the
church.

Table 4.5. Tenure of Adult Congregants
Transitioning
Control
Churches
Churches
Percentages Percentages
0-2 years
24.8
10.5
3-5 years
38
16.25
6-10 years
13.4
20
10-20 years
11.8
19.5
20+ years
12
33.75
Tenure

Interview Data
The interview questions were developed with the following four categories
in mind: spiritual renewal, leadership of the pastor, role of the laity, and
relational ministry. These were the four categories identified in the review of
literature as critical to transition. These categories were tested through one-onone interview, collection of primary sources, and personal observation at each
church site.
Spiritual Renewal
The literature review indicated the importance of spiritual renewal in the
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process of transition. Questions were crafted to discover the role of God’s
blessing and favor on the church’s life and ministry.
Pastoral responses: Spiritual renewal. When the pastors of the
transitioning churches were asked to describe the atmosphere of the
congregation when they arrived, the primary response was negative. Stories of
discouragement, brokenness, hopelessness, sadness, failure, and conflict filled
the pages of responses to this question. One pastor described his initial
interview with the congregation: “They had just elected a new church board
when we interviewed. As we sat around the table talking about their church,
the older members were literally in tears, brokenhearted by their sadness.”
Another pastor described the service where he placed a graph in front of the
congregation marking their decline over the years. The older members wept as
they reflected on the current state of their beloved congregation.
In four of the five cases the district was discussing the possible closure of
the church at the time of the new pastor’s arrival. All five pastors described a
spiritual crisis within the church that brought the congregation to a point of
painful recognition of the current reality and the need for change. One pastor
commented, “We can die or we can change.”
When asked to describe the atmosphere of the congregation today,
transitioning pastors’ responses spoke of God’s blessing and renewing power.
Words like positive, wonderful, hopeful, sharing, loving, excitement, and
vibrant, along with phrases like full of energy, hungry for God, visitors are
everywhere, spiritual openness, enthusiastic about the future, a purpose for
living, and an upbeat force in the community describe the church today.
Holding back tears one pastor said, “We always expect somebody’s life to be
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changed. We always expect something to happen when we gather. We never
want to go back. We always want to see what God has for us.” Another said, “I
think churches need to seek for an encounter with God. That’s what draws
people to your church and brings them back. When they encounter God it will
change them. That’s what I pray for.” An attitude of optimism was evident in
each pastor.
When asked to describe a spiritual milestone or moment in the life of the
congregation, the pastors’ answers varied. One pastor could not describe a
specific moment but pointed to the process of change and spiritual renewal that
took place over time. Four of the pastors pointed to major events. One turning
point occurred when the congregation chose to build a new building and
sacrificially pulled together to make it happen. One pastor talked about the
moment the older members of the congregation decided to send the church’s
few teenagers on a mission trip, instead of going themselves. Another pastor
talked about an all-church ministry event that galvanized the congregation
around a single vision. Two pastors pointed backward to their predecessors in
leadership at the church, and the groundwork these ministers laid for future
ministry.
Focus group responses: Spiritual renewal. Most congregants linked the
issue of spiritual renewal with the calling of the transition pastor. Phrases such
as, “He preached to encourage us,” and, “Our pastor preaches truth,” are
reflective of the responses given. Congregations were renewed spiritually as
pastors preached well, fed their people spiritually, and challenged them to a
hopeful future. The spiritual milestone, listed by all five focus groups, was the
turning point when the new pastor came to the community and began his
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ministry.
Some of the respondents referred to various programs or ministries that
have been started in recent years as a turning point or cause for growth in the
church. They attributed the growth to the emphases placed on youth and
children’s ministry and outward-focused community evangelism.
When asked to describe the most exciting thing to take place in the past
six months to a year, the answers varied. The primary theme did not vary. Most
described the spiritual renewal taking place in the church, the changed lives,
and the various programs or events that draw many visitors into the church.
One elderly person stated, “[There are] lots of babies being born around here.
It’s a real trend here. We just praise the Lord for that.” Another said the most
exciting thing is, “People being saved and the altars being full. One Sunday, we
baptized seventeen people in one service. It was pretty awesome. We’ve seen
actual miracles [physical healing] in our church in recent months. It’s been
amazing.”
One respondent talked about the many ways the congregation loves and
supports one another during difficult times. Both she and her husband had
recently been unemployed. She became emotional as she talked about various
ways the people in the church had cared, loved, and financially supported her
family during the difficult time.
Finally, the focus group members were asked to compare the church
before the transition with the current atmosphere of the congregation. They
described those pre-transition days very vividly, using words like discouraging,
painful, guilt, awful, dying, unfriendly, visionless, survival, discontent, division,
prayerlessness, and struggling. Some described a church with few children and
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even fewer teens. One congregant described an environment where people just
wanted to get out as fast as possible. Attendees did not fellowship after services
or outside the services. She said, “We didn’t want to invite anybody else to come
with us. We were struggling. Our pastors didn’t have any experience, and they
were overwhelmed by our difficulty.” Interestingly, four of the five transitioning
pastors were first time senior pastors. Most had no experience in ministry prior
to this assignment.
Finally, when asked to describe a spiritual church, many talked about
what happens in their worship services: a natural feeling of God’s presence, a
place where love and prayer are the norm, where truth is taught, and where
people invite friends and the lost find Christ. One person said, “God is walking
the aisles here. People invite their friends all the time here. It’s working. The
church is growing.”
Control group responses: Spiritual renewal. Most pastors and
congregants of the control group churches described the atmosphere of their
church as friendly, loving, harmonious, and united. When asked to talk about
spiritual milestones or moments in the recent past, most discussed facility
improvements or the most recent vacation Bible school. One pastor stated,
“Nothing stands out. Just gradual growth and individual development in the
lives of the people. I prefer it like this, happening year by year, a gradual growth
and development.” One congregant, who had been at the church for twenty-five
years, struggled to find one thing that stood out, commenting, “[W]e’ve not been
here that long.”
Many of the responses centered on the calling and receiving of various
pastors, although one congregant pointed to the church split that occurred a
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few years ago as the dominant spiritual moment in the church’s recent past.
When asked to describe a spiritual church, phrases such as, “godly
leadership,” “fellowship,” “so much love,” “an uplifting,” “care for one another,”
“joyful spirit,” and “people are real, walking their talk” were mentioned by the
respondents.
Leadership of the Pastor
Some of the fieldwork questions addressed the role of the pastor within
the context of the local church. The goal was to discover the importance of
pastoral leadership in the area of vision casting, missional awareness, and
individual respect for the culture of the church and community.
Pastoral responses: Leadership of the pastor. Every pastor of the
transitioning churches indicated the way in which their leadership role had
shifted as a result of the growth. They described how they did almost everything
in the early days and months of their ministry, and how ministry leadership
had shifted to the laity as the church grew larger. Many of the pastors described
themselves as doers. Letting go of control and handing ministry to those who
may not do it as well was difficult for these men. One pastor described his own
journey:
I’ve had to adjust. I’m a people person, but I’ve tried to stop being
completely available so I can care for the core group. That
separation was difficult for the folks. I can sense it in them
sometimes. I’ll get calls all the time from the community, because
I’m from here. I’ve had to learn to limit my accessibility in all these
areas.
The difficulty of this transition was apparent in the responses from these caring
and loving pastors:
I’ve had to stop doing everything. When I first came, I could see
everybody every week with time to spare. Now, I can’t do all that
anymore. I can’t be everybody’s friend like I like to be...[T]here is
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not enough of me to go around. That’s tough, because that’s what
I like to do. I am a hand-shaking preacher guy. I love that.
When asked if he had changed as a leader, another pastor commented on his
transformation:
The growth has forced it. What was needed from me at 50 [people]
is much different than when it was at 100. Now, it is completely
different at 150. I’ve tried to raise up other leaders around me,
empower them, and release them into ministry.
He defined leadership this way: “What kind of leader do they need?” Many of the
pastors discussed the way their roles have shifted to change agent and vision
caster, leading the congregation toward a preferred future.
One of the interview questions asked the pastors if they felt a respect for
the culture of the church and larger community. All of the pastors expressed a
love for the congregation, respect for its unique culture and history, and feeling
of oneness with the church. Two of the five pastors were from the community
they were serving. Two of the pastors described the adjustment they dealt with
to be able to love the community, although they felt an immediate oneness with
the congregation upon arrival. One pastor described this oneness as “a God
thing.” Another pastor stated, “I’ve never felt more peace about where I am than
I do today.” Interestingly, one pastor discussed the difficulty of balancing the
tension between fitting in so well and being a change agent at the same time.
When asked what they do best, every pastor referred to their love for, and
giftedness in, preaching. Most referenced their ability to articulate the missional
heart of God to the congregation and lead people toward a preferred future. One
pastor commented, “I think I bring the ability to see how things can be. I dream
large dreams and cheer people on.” Each of them talked about their affection for
people, with one stating, “I love them. I want to be there when they have kids,
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when they get baptized, when they marry them off. I want to be here until I
can’t do it anymore. I want to die right here.”
Focus group responses: Leadership of the pastor. As the congregants
of the transitioning churches discussed the leadership of their pastor, they
spoke with apparent understanding of the role transition. They had obviously
noticed the change. When the pastor arrived, he did most of the ministry and
was very accessible. As the church grew, the responsibility has shifted toward
key lay leaders and the pastor has become less accessible. Comments such as,
“He can’t do it all anymore,” “The pastor can’t meet all the needs,” and “People
have stepped up and he’s been able to share leadership with others” are
representative of the laity’s responses.
The focus groups, without exception, pointed to the importance of
preaching well, leading through vision, and helping them lead the lost to Christ
as the primary task of the pastor. They enjoyed the relational gifts of their
pastor and appreciated the various ways he expresses his love for their family.
Control group responses: Leadership of the pastor. The pastors of the
control group churches talked about personal, mental, and spiritual changes
they had made through the years of ministry but struggled to describe any role
changes in their style of leadership. One remarked, “I’ve changed my pulpit
style, but nothing drastically.” Another stated, “I’m kind of a stick in the mud.”
A third said, “I had to change my role, mentally, from where I was previously to
this particular place.” All the pastors felt oneness with their church and
community. One said, “I fit this culture. I’ve found my niche. I like this setting.”
Another stated, “I think the folks are on the same wavelength with me.” Each
pastor believed preaching and caring were their best assets to the church they
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serve.
The focus groups talked about the many ways their pastor was present
for them in tough times. They believed his primary task was to preach, set the
spiritual example, and shepherd the flock. One stated, “He’s there to comfort
us. He brings everything together to make us feel we’re being cared for.” One
group indicated no shift in the pastor’s role or responsibilities in the past five
years. When asked how important their pastor’s physical presence is for them,
most of them struggled to describe what they would do if he was not present for
them in times of need. These congregants love their pastor and enjoy the
personal attention and care they receive.
Role of the Laity
Questions were worded to discover the ways laypersons demonstrate
their love for God through service in the local church. The goal was to identify if
shared ministry exists and to determine the level of lay equipping and lay
releasing in each local congregation.
Pastoral responses: Role of the laity. Most of the transition churches
have seen lay ministry shift from a helping role to a partnership between pastor
and people. Lay ownership is not a scary term for these churches. One pastor
said, “They are not my minions doing my bidding anymore. They are now people
who own the vision and carry the vision for a particular ministry.” Shared
ministry, as opposed to a model where the pastor does the ministry, seems to
have been the primary shift. One pastor talked about how he did everything
when he arrived. If it was done, he did it, and he never knew if anybody else
was going to help. Now, the church has additional paid staff members who
direct teams of volunteers in the ministry of the congregation. Most of the
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pastors stated the need for transition, along with the pain of transition,
occurred about the time the church began to average 150 in morning worship.
When asked about the addition of new programs or ministries, the
pastors talked about the huge emphases placed on the traditional ministries to
children, youth, Sunday school, or worship. Many of the new programs have an
outward focus. One pastor characterized this emphasis as follows:
When I became pastor, there was absolutely no outreach to the
community. The church was completely self-focused. By the time I
left, there was an active youth ministry and the church was
known, community wide, for its ministry to children. Our
basketball league was completely community focused. We did a
summer day camp, and we were known as the best Fifth Quarter
church in town. Our Compassion House ministered the needy of
our town, and our church was recognized for its involvement to
the community.
Every pastor told a unique story of his congregation’s newly discovered
missional focus in the community.
Focus group responses: Role of the laity. When the laypersons were
asked about the work of ministry at their church, the answers they gave varied.
One stated, “The pastor does a lot, but the old saying that 20 percent of the
people do 80 percent of the work does not apply here.” Each talked about the
changes that had been made in recent years, how the responsibility shifted
from being completely on the shoulders of the pastor to a shared ministry with
the laity. In one extreme case, the pastor actually resigned the church over this
issue. After a month of discussion, the pastor agreed to return if the laity would
help carry the load of ministry. Interestingly, the pastor never mentioned his
resignation to me. The laity readily offered this information in the interview with
some even calling it a turning point for the church.
One person said, “We have watched people find their passion and get
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involved. It is exciting to listen to them talk about their ministry. Our pastor
encourages this constantly.” Another added, “In the old days you felt pressured
to do stuff. It doesn’t work that way here today. You are supposed to do what
you feel led by the Lord to do.” Ministry is shared between pastor, associate
staff, and laity. One respondent offered this assessment: “We have staff, but
they are surrounded by many laypeople also doing ministry. When the staff
people leave the church, the lay leaders are already trained and prepared to
step up and carry on the ministry.” Some of the focus group leaders, still
struggling to deal with the effects of fast growth, stated that the church board is
trying to assist their pastor in this critical area, recognizing that it requires an
adjustment for them and their pastor.
Control group responses: Role of the laity. The pastors of the control
group churches described situations where the bulk of ministry was carried out
by them:
I do not like being a micromanager, but I have had to do that here.
It either does not get done, or the pastor ends up doing it.
Sometimes I have to say, “Nope, I am not going to work one
hundred hours a week.” It is not healthy for any one person in the
body to do everything, but sometimes you have to pick up the
slack and do it.
Another pastor was quick to point to the lay leadership of the traditional
departmental ministries (these positions are part of the Nazarene
denomination’s categories regarding youth, children, Sunday school, world
missions, and various boards); however, the equipping and empowering of laity
seems to be lacking. One control pastor described the lack of leadership within
his congregation:
I learned a long time ago to let people be themselves and not force
my way on them. We’re a small congregation not filled with lots of
people with leadership qualities. You don’t have a lot of choices,
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and you’ve got to be careful who you bring into board leadership,
unless people come in and show skills and spiritual qualification.
No additional comments were observed regarding the pastor’s responsibility to
equip the congregation for the purpose of developing new leaders. When asked
about shifts in the church’s leadership in recent years, the pastor commented
that most of the church’s leadership (meaning lay leaders on boards) had
remained the same.
The laity consistently pointed to the hard work of their pastor and a
small group of dedicated congregants. One respondent even referred to the
80/20 rule, which places 80 percent of the ministry in the hands of the 20
percent who are committed to the church, stating, “We try to involve others, but
some just are not dedicated.” One person said, “We have a big focus on our
youth group, but it is the same people who do all of the work.” Another person
said, “Our pastor drives our van and has too many responsibilities.”
When asked about their role, and in what way they contribute to the
church’s ministry and future, laity made various comments. One respondent
said, “We show up. We’re consistent. We are there.” Not all control group laity
claimed strong ownership of their church’s ministry and future. For those who
did not, the consistent response about how they could feel ownership was lay
empowerment. One person said, “Sometimes I feel like I’m somewhere else. If I
had something to do [it might be different], but I warm a pew and that’s my
job.” Another respondent said, “I haven’t been asked to do anything.” These
responses were not normative of all the control churches. The overwhelming
majority of focus group members felt ownership of their church’s ministry and
had a stake in its future. They loved their church. Most were very excited to
serve where they are needed for as long as they are able.
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Relational Ministry
The questions regarding relational ministry were developed to discover
the ways congregational members and pastors care for one another and those
outside the community of faith.
Pastoral responses: Relational ministry. Transitioning pastors
identified their church as healthy. Each pastor was asked, “What makes a
congregation healthy?” Most of the pastors were aware of Schwarz’s categories
regarding church health and drew attention to those eight qualities. They did
not stop there, however. They moved beyond theory and described their own
personal characteristics of church health. Terms and phrases like respect for
one another, love for God and for each other, the ability to deal with conflict
and change, obedience to and empowerment from the Holy Spirit, freedom in
worship, and a missional mind-set. One pastor said, “I am not comfortable with
any church that calls itself healthy but never reaches lost people for Christ.”
The pastors discussed the various ways their congregations reach
outside themselves into the community, touching the poor and unchurched.
Food pantries, a compassion house where people receive clothing, a budget for
financial assistance, and a ministry to a halfway house of recovering addicts are
some of the ways these churches serve others. Two of the churches talked
about a “social leveling” that takes place in their church. People, regardless of
status, race, or background, are welcomed and loved and on the same level.
Focus group responses: Relational ministry. The groups were asked,
“How does your church help new people feel like they are part of the family?”
The congregants movingly described various ways their pastor and congregation
assimilate persons into the life of their church. One person described one of her
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first experiences at the church:
Shortly after we began attending the church, my father died
unexpectedly. This church hardly knew us and did not know my
dad at all, but they went all out to love and support us. I will never
forget what they did for our family. They came to our house, spent
hours with our family, watched our little girl, and reached out to
us in love.
The members talked about how much they love to be together outside of church
and how the people of the church make an effort to know one another beyond a
casual greeting in church. Words and phrases used were complete acceptance,
full involvement, feeling needed, welcoming others, sincere people, and warm
community. One respondent said, “Once you get here they embrace you.”
Another said, “They loved me right in.”
Control group responses: Relational ministry. Each pastor was asked
to explain what constitutes a healthy church. Three of the four pastors stated
that love for one another is the primary definition of church health. The pastors
used terms and phrases like cooperation, peace, respect, and unselfishness to
describe their church. One pastor described a healthy church as a place where
leaders have no personal agenda in their decision making. Two of the pastors
believed these qualities were present in their congregation, while the third
pastor said, “I’m counting the board meetings till retirement.” The fourth pastor
believed that healthy churches were those with an outward focus. He believed
the development of holy lives leads Christians to an outward focus. He said he
did not evidence this understanding of church health in his congregation in a
way he would like to see it. When asked to explain, he said, “The impact of
consumer society on the church has hurt it. Instead of giving my life for the
spread of the gospel, people look at the church for what they can get from it.”
When asked in what ways their congregations reach outside themselves
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to the unchurched, especially the needy, every pastor stated the need for
improvement in this area. All of them support the denominational offerings
when disasters, like the Asian Tsunami and Hurricane Katrina, strike. Each
church assists the poor with money at Christmas or helps those within the
church experiencing financial difficulty, but only one of them had instituted
programming specifically designed to extend the reach of the church into the
community. Creating excitement for this program and enlisting volunteer
support from the congregation, the pastor stated, had been very difficult.
When asked to discuss the ways they make new people feel part of the
family, focus group members talked about the friendliness of the congregation.
They talked about the ways members greet new visitors in worship. One talked
about giving newcomers a job to do in the church.
When asked why they remain part of this congregation, all the focus
groups mentioned the warmth, friendliness, and family feel of the congregation.
Three of the four control groups had persons who discussed their loyalty to the
Nazarene denomination as their primary reason for remaining. Some spoke of
God’s call on their life to be part of the congregation. All four churches used the
term home to describe their church. In sum, one person said, “God hasn’t told
me to go someplace else. There is a place for me here and a work to be done.
I’ve been happy here. We are a good church and we have a good minister.” A
sense of duty kept many of the control church focus group members faithfully
attending and giving.
General Findings
Pastors and laity were asked general questions. These questions were
written to approach the four main categories indirectly and to determine if other
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areas or unexpected issues were brought to the surface during the interviews.
The questions are listed here as asked in the interviews and representative
answers from the various groups have been given.
Pastoral responses: General findings. When asked if they believe
numerical growth is possible for small churches, and what makes such growth
possible, the pastors, without hesitation, declared their belief in the growth of
small churches. One pastor said, “The Bible calls us to growth. If we’re not
growing, something is drastically wrong. Growth is a mark of health, and
anything that is healthy grows.” Another pastor said, “Every church is
surrounded by people who do not know Christ. There are churches all over the
place, but there are thousands who need God.” A third respondent said, “A
healthy church, with a reasonable population base, should be growing. They
may not be exploding, but they should be, in general, growing.”
Most of the pastors pointed to the spiritual crisis that seems to precede
growth. One pastor said, “Churches have to be open and willing to change. They
may have to be hurting enough to recognize the need for change. Growth can’t
come without a cost and they have to be able to pay the price.” Another pastor
characterized the cost of growth:
I think desperation makes growth possible in small churches.
Even in my own life, most of the growth I’ve experienced has come
from the recognition of my need for change. After the desperation,
then the church must embrace a willingness to do whatever it
takes to turn it around. It comes down to receiving a vision from
God and then pulling up your sleeves and getting to work.
Some of the pastors believed their willingness to preach “truth,” and emphasize
the message of holiness, was critical to their church’s renewal and growth. One
pastor considered holiness preaching his church’s niche to the community,
because other churches are not doing it. Another pastor, whose comments were
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reinforced by the lay focus groups, said the following:
I’m a strong believer in selling out to God. I really emphasize entire
sanctification and evangelism. We focus on God’s word and
evangelism at this church. It all starts in the pulpit: emphasizing
holiness, accountability, and evangelism. I have noticed that most
times when I step out there they follow me. [T]hey take the
messages, apply them, and live it out there in the community.
When asked if they would do anything differently knowing what they
know now, most of the pastors indicated they would not have changed very
much. One pastor said he would do nothing differently. These pastors were very
proud of what God has done in their churches. Three of the pastors, however,
stated they would have learned to delegate sooner. Two said they would have
been more careful about who they trusted in the early years of ministry. One
pastor stated, “I would have been more aggressive and would have pushed them
harder. I would have challenged them even more on ministry and outreach.”
Learning and growing through the process of leading described these pastors.
The pastors were asked to comment on what they thought their
congregation does best. Two of the pastors quoted their mission statement. One
statement reads, “Loving God—Loving People.” Another statement reads,
“Becoming Christ-like for the sake of others.” The dominant term used to
describe the best of their congregation was love: love for one another, love for
those far from God, love for God, love for worship, love for life, and love for
obedience to the Lord. One pastor said, “They love being with each other, but
they would not care if you wanted to come in to the church, too. That would be
great to them, and they would love you, too.”
Focus group responses: General findings. When asked to state what
they loved most about their church, every single person in the focus group
interviewed commented on the love they feel from and for others in their
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congregation. Words and phrases like close family, wonderful people, positive
attitude, open fellowship, close friendships, true security, real honesty, relaxed
atmosphere, welcome acceptance, casual involvement, warm acceptance, willing
people, and true caring filled the pages of interview notes. During the interview
at one church, a cell phone rang. When the person hung up the phone, she told
the rest of the group about one of the elderly persons in the congregation who
had an accident. The rest of the group stopped and tearfully prayed for their
friend. Afterward, one of the men said, “You see, that’s what we mean by the
people. That’s one of our people and she’s hurting.” Another focus group
member said, “[I love] the security I feel by being surrounded by a core group of
people who are willing to stand together no matter what happens.”
Many of the parishioners mentioned the pastor and his family as part of
what they love most about the church, including the pastor’s preaching,
personality, and caring spirit. They also mentioned the various ministries to
children and youth, along with the worship experience. These program
ministries have added to the love they feel for their church:
Fifteen years ago we were so dry that dust couldn’t make a dent.
We were quiet. There was no life. We have livened things up in
recent years. I think our music program has drawn people in, and
helped them to connect to God and our church through worship.
The parishioners spoke proudly of the impact these programs have made on
their church’s growth and environment.
When asked if a church can ever get too big, the transitioning church
focus groups were evenly split on this question. Many of them said a church
can get too big, but were uncomfortable declaring an ideal size for their church
in terms of number of people. One stated, “I went to a church of three thousand
people, and we had a lot of programs. I just never felt close to anybody, my
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Sunday school teacher or the pastor. They never had time for you. I was just
another attendee.” None of these laypersons expressed opposition to
newcomers. Many of them had been new to their church in recent years and
were thankful somebody welcomed them into the fellowship. The majority of
respondents expressing this belief were concerned the church would lose its
family feel and the ability for all the parishioners to know one another. One
person said, “We would never want to stop right here and say, ‘That’s enough,
nobody else.’” Another congregant said, “No, I do not think you can ever get too
big.” A third responded affirmed this statement:
There are many factors involved. If God grows it, the church can
not get too big. Some may struggle with the growth, but if God is
in it, we have to be more flexible. The growth here has pushed us
out of our comfort zone. God has taught us to face the change, try
to be part of the helpful side of it, and be flexible.
The people struggled for words to describe the tension between their desire for
continued growth and their need for the warm fellowship a smaller church can
provide.
When asked what changes they would make if they could wave a magic
wand in their church, most of the focus group participants wished for less
indebtedness, larger facilities, and more land to grow. One person shared this
story:
We are surrounded and landlocked by a bunch of apartments to
our north. Many years ago that land came up for sale and we
didn’t purchase it. We never knew about it until after the fact.
Some realtor told us, “You could have gotten it for a song.” I asked
a former pastor, “Why didn’t you start singing?” He said we didn’t
need it at the time and had no vision for the future.
The frustration and sadness over this story was evident in his response.
The congregants were asked about the addition of new ministries and
programs in their church, and the subsequent impact these have made. All of
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the groups listed a new ministry or program added recently, but the majority
talked about the heightened attention given to existing core programs, like
children, youth, and music ministries. They attributed much of the church’s
growth to these ministries, especially as these programs have reached young
families with children in their community.
Participants were asked to briefly share the reason for originally coming
to the congregation. Several respondents believed God called them to the
church at its hour of deepest need. Two persons talked about the providential
means God used to direct them to the congregation. Some were born into the
church, while others married members of the church. The majority of the
respondents spoke about the people who had invited them to attend, the
church’s programs that drew them, or how life’s difficulties awakened them to
their spiritual need. One person said, “I coached soccer with the youth pastor of
this church. He built a relationship with me for more than a year and then
invited me to attend. We came and have been coming ever since.”
When asked to describe what their church does best, several church
members talked about the outreach of their church. They believed their church
was filled with loving people, not only to each other but to newcomers as well.
One congregant stated, “Our church relates people to God. It doesn’t make you
feel like you are just a social organization where you hang out with people. We
keep our focus of relating people to God.” Some referred to their age-level
ministries as notable among the churches in the community and were equally
proud of the preaching of their pastor.
Control group responses: General findings. One of the questions
pertained to the possibility of numerical growth for small churches. When asked
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if growth was possible, all the control group pastors said yes to this question,
although each pastor discussed the challenges of growing smaller churches.
When asked why, one pastor said, “I have to believe this. There are a lot of folks
who don’t know Christ. He gave us the commission to go and share.” When
asked, “What makes it possible?” one pastor said supplying needs, being
friendly, and being relevant were critical issues. Another pastor said, “I am
learning I have no answers. It is tough in this day and age.” One pastor
characterized many small churches as complacent in their smallness:
I believe some small churches want to be small. They like the
family atmosphere. New people will disrupt that atmosphere,
because when you feel threatened you will not grow. God will
withdraw his grace. God builds the church, and if people are
fighting it, God will not make them grow.
This pastor believed fellowship must be balanced with evangelism.
When asked, if they would do anything differently knowing what they
know now, two pastors said they would not do anything differently. One said, “I
guess I’m too contented. I’m having the time of my life.” One talked about music
changes, while another one wished he had trained his laity better and taught
them more about sacrificing for the kingdom. One jokingly said, “I would have
asked two or three more questions when I came to interview.”
Each pastor and focus group was asked, “What does your church do
best?” The pastors spoke about the friendliness of their congregation for one
another and their openness to those coming into the church. The focus groups
talked about the way they feel like family and how they care for one another
when they need support.
Each focus group was asked to comment on what they love most about
their church. The respondents spoke extensively about the warmth, love,
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kindness, support, closeness, and unity of the church family. The church is
described as a family because it was the dominant term used by the
respondents. One person said, “They are my family. I’m closer to the people
here than I am my extended family.”
When asked if a church can ever get too big, the overwhelming majority
of control group respondents said a church can get too big. Most, however,
followed up with additional information akin to the phrase, “To each his own.”
They did not believe large churches were bad. They just do not feel a large
church would appeal to them. One person said, “Being in a small church keeps
you prayed up and honest.” Another stated, “The main thing is keeping the
family atmosphere.” Some discussed the loss of familiarity or “the homey feel”
and the lack of access to the senior pastor as problems with a large church.
None could agree on what makes a church a “large church.” When asked to
describe the ideal size for a church, very few were comfortable giving a number,
although many asked each other how many their sanctuary would hold.
When asked to wave a magic wand and make any change they felt was
needed in their church, some focus group members talked about the loss of
people through death and attrition. Many spoke about their wish to see the
music program improved. One person desired fellowship outside the walls of the
church:
We are a close congregation, but I think we could take it further.
There is very little interaction with each other outside of the
church services. There are people in our church who really need
the fellowship that interaction could bring.
Some members wished for a return to a traditional Nazarene service schedule.
One respondent said, “I would reinstitute Sunday night worship. I think it is
sad that the doors are closed and the building is dark on Sunday night. We’ve
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never had that in the thirty-three years I have been here. I miss the testimonies
of those services.”
Each focus group was asked, “Have there been any new ministries or
programs added recently? If so, what impact have they had on the
congregation?” Sadly, none of the congregants could point to any new programs
or ministries. One person who had been part of the church for ten years said,
“I’m not sure, because I’ve not been here for very long.” When most of the focus
group members talked about programs and ministries, the language centered
on the various ministers the church had called and the “program” each pastor
had brought with them.
Control group focus group members were asked to share the story of
their original visit to the church. Most focus group members had been born in
the church, married into the church, invited to the church by a friend, or
visited the church when they moved to town. One person said, “God clubbed
me. I had cancer and it changed my life. My son was already attending here,
and I knew some people in the church. When I visited with my son the people
loved and welcomed me.” Caring fellowship made the difference for this person.
Summary of Findings
Data analysis of the surveys, interviews, and observations provided
answers to the research question. Based on this data, the following findings
emerged:
1. The leadership of the pastor in leading the congregation from where
they were to God’s mission for them, along with biblical preaching, was critical
to the transition process.
2. Spiritual desperation, before or shortly after the arrival of the
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transition pastor, was evident in each transitioning church.
3. Love for one another was a value in both transitioning and control
churches; however, a much higher priority was given to those not yet reached in
the transitioning churches.
4. Transitioning churches create lay-led programs and staff those
ministries with passionate volunteers.
5. The average age of those attending transitioning churches is
noticeably younger than those attending control churches.
6. Transitioning churches draft newcomers into official board leadership
positions much sooner than control churches.
These findings and further reflections form the basis and focus of
Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
This study emerged from a desire to witness small churches thrive in
their community. From my experience as a parishioner in and pastor of two
small churches, I have benefited from the contribution these churches can
make to the kingdom of God. As stated in the purpose of the study, and
confirmed through the review of literature and the fieldwork, some small
churches embrace God’s vision for their ministry, find a niche, and grow beyond
their current size category. Small churches can grow to become literal witnesses
to God’s ability to renew individuals and congregations dedicated to him. The
purpose of fieldwork was to identify the cause for transition and the subsequent
growth of small churches.
This project began with the desire to identify small churches that have
begun transitioning from a pastoral to a program model of ministry. The
findings of this study have given me a sense of cautious optimism. I am
cautious, yet concerned, because only nine transitioning churches could be
discovered from a pool of 648 churches. I am optimistic because the five
churches selected from among the nine identified were wonderful examples of
God’s ability to bring hope and renewal to those congregations willing to be
obedient to his Great Commandment and Great Commission.
The purpose of this chapter is to interpret the findings of this study, in
light of the review of literature in Chapter 2, for further reflection. It discusses
the limitations, offers recommendations for denominational leaders and
seminaries, as well as further study opportunities.
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Major Findings and Reflections
The results from this study show that the transitioning churches have
strong evidence of all four major findings from the review of literature in
Chapter 2. While the transitioning churches experienced amazing spiritual
renewal, strong pastoral leadership, renewed emphasis on lay ministry, and
heightened love for God and neighbor. In addition to these findings, the
transitioning churches created ministries and programs responsible for the
emergence of a younger adult constituency. Newcomers were chosen to serve on
the church board of these congregations much sooner than the control
churches.
Spiritual Renewal
Interview, survey, and observation data indicate the value of spiritual
renewal in the process of transition. While this quality was expected, it was
much stronger than originally anticipated. The transitioning churches
experienced a very powerful awakening regarding their congregations’ health.
Every congregation described the desperation they felt as they realized their
future was tenuous. In retrospect, many of them believed the transition pastor
was their last hope for survival. They were living witness to the promise found
in Hezekiah’s letter: “[F]or the Lord your God is gracious and compassionate. He
will not turn his face from you if you return to him” (2 Chron. 30:9).The new
pastor preached a vision for a preferred future, encouraged the congregation,
and led the church lovingly and confidently. God moved upon the congregation,
and these congregants speak openly about the impact of their corporate
experience.
One pastor pointed to a worship service early in his ministry where the
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congregation repented for their failure to love God and one another biblically. As
congregants sought God’s plan for their church, renewal began to stir in their
hearts. As believers were obedient to God and followed the leadership of their
pastor, new families entered the life of the congregation. The church embraced
these families lovingly and ministered to their children through a renewed
emphasis on programs for these ages. One pastor characterized his
congregation’s growth experience in renewal language:
We sit in board meetings and wonder how we got here. We never
planned this growth. Our buildings have been reactions to growth.
We have never built with the promise of growth. We have always
built because we had to. Here is what we know: We did nothing
but be obedient to the Lord. We felt like we knew what he wanted
us to live in our lives and then he blessed us. We decided to be
obedient to the Lord, that he wanted his church to grow, and we
would do whatever we had to do to obey his desire. Our obedience
centered on living out the Great Commandment and the Great
Commission. We just saw individuals have an encounter with
God.
The pastor and congregation recognized the work of God in their midst.
The scriptural examples in Chapters 1 and 2 give witness to the
transformational nature of an experience with God and the transitioning
churches experienced God in transformational ways. As one pastor stated,
renewal can happen for persons willing to do whatever is necessary to bring
renewal, “pulling up your sleeves and getting to work.” Every single
transitioning church exhibited this quality.
The control churches did not exude enthusiasm for God, their pastor, or
their church’s vision for the future. Two dominant characteristics emerged from
the control churches: apathy and contentment. One parishioner said he thinks
they are just grinding their gears. More than one pastor exuded contentment at
how united and peaceful the congregation seemed to be but could not name a
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new ministry in the past five years or point to a positive spiritual milestone.
Many of the laypersons were contented by the sense of family and oneness they
feel with one another. One focus group mentioned God no more than three
times during the entire interview but talked on and on about how much the
church feels like family.
Pastoral Leadership
The dominant characteristic of the transitioning churches was the strong
leadership exuded by the senior pastor. One pastor talked about the importance
of staying a long time at his church in order to see God do a complete work
through his ministry. He has been at the church ten years and plans to stay as
long as God allows him the privilege. He discussed the impact his example has
made on the congregation’s willingness to follow his leadership:
I have noticed that most times when I step out there they follow
me. I know that God working through me has been the driving
force. If you will go in and love people, love God, and work hard,
God will build the church.
The transitioning pastor’s average tenure was more than twice the average
tenure of 3.5 years found among senior pastors in the Church of the Nazarene.
Gary McIntosh states, “Research has discovered that long pastoral tenures
don’t guarantee a church will grow. However, short pastoral tenures almost
always guarantee a church will not grow” (67).
The transitioning pastors were tenacious in their desire to build the
congregation they had been called to lead. Through the interviews their passion
and enthusiasm to be used by God was contagious and effective. God’s call on
their lives is clear, and their vision for the churches they lead is grand. Their
ability to discern God’s mission for the church and communicate it clearly
reinforced the claims of Sanders, Blackaby, and Rainer in the review of
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literature. All the transitioning pastors had led their churches through some
kind of building construction, renovation, or relocation. At the time of the
interview, one pastor was preparing to lead his congregation to construct a
seven hundred seat sanctuary in a community of less than two thousand
residents.
An additional finding had to do with the task of following the transition
pastor. Two of the transitioning pastors had moved away from the churches
they had led so effectively. Both of the churches were struggling somewhat in
their transition to new pastoral leadership. One seemed to be struggling to hold
the gains achieved during the transition from pastoral to program.
The literature review indicated the importance of consistent and effective
long-term pastoral leadership. The interviews and observations underscored
this finding in a very profound way. Clearly churches desiring transition from a
pastoral to program model of ministry must be led effectively by called, gifted,
and passionate leaders.
Equipping the Laity
Raising the value of developing laity for ministry, equipping them, and
releasing them to serve as full partners in the church’s mission is crucial. This
strategy gives the clearest illustration that transition is or has occurred. As
laypersons take the reigns of leadership and minister in a manner equal to
clergy, the church’s scope is expanded for additional programming and
evangelism. The literature review suggested the importance of developing laity
for ministry, but discussion of this difficult aspect of transition was lacking. The
interview data suggested the difficulty of this part of the transition process from
pastoral to program. While all five churches were taking steps toward this
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important milestone, some simply out of numerical necessity, only one seemed
to have excelled at the task. Two of the churches, already well beyond the
typical statistical categories for pastoral model congregations, were visibly and
verbally struggling with this aspect of transition. Both churches had recently
hired their first associate staff, both part-time, to provide leadership to the
growing teams of lay ministers. Each church had added limited secretarial staff
to provide assistance for the increasing administrative needs of the lay-led
departments and ministries. Lay leaders in the focus groups spoke extensively
about how hard their pastor is working and how he needed help to continue to
be effective. Some of the laypersons mourned the loss of personal attention from
the pastor but recognized how things must change for the church to continue to
be effective. Most persons and pastors recognized the impact lay-led programs
were having on their church’s growth and spoke about the importance of getting
new people involved in these ministries.
The control churches had few ministries or programs in their church. For
many of the laypersons, support consisted of showing up and financial giving.
The Sunday school and Sunday morning worship service were the primary
programs for the churches. Three of the control churches mentioned their
youth ministry on Wednesday evening. Focus group members struggled to
address the issue regarding their pastor’s availability because they could not
imagine the possibility he may not be available when their needs arise. Real
ministry was concentrated in the pastoral role, and many of the laity perceived
their involvement in the church as helping or assisting the pastor’s ministry.
Relational Ministry
Small churches love one another, their pastor, and their church. The
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greatest gift these churches can provide is the feeling of kinship and support in
a fast-paced and ever-changing world. The data overwhelmingly reveals the
sense of family these churches provide their members. Repetition of this
language was consistent in transitioning and control churches.
The pastors of small churches must feel oneness with the people they
serve. All the transitioning church pastors felt they fit the congregation they
were leading, embraced the culture of the church as their own, and sought to
become a vital member of the community. They never used the word
“incarnational,” but the descriptions they gave us their life among the
congregation indicated this trait. The control church pastors did not vary much
in this regard. One pastor was struggling somewhat due to the cultural and
sociological differences between the church family and himself. The difference
between the transitioning church pastors and the control church pastors was in
the role of change agent. The transitioning church pastors loved, felt oneness
with, and embraced the congregation, but all of them recognized the importance
of being a change agent in their church. They led their church by setting the
example, preaching the vision God had given them, calling their congregation to
holy living, and working consistently toward the goal of effective ministry.
Relational ministry is twofold: love for God and love for one another. The
control churches excelled at love for one another. Transitioning churches loved
one another and God, which compelled them to outreach. The Great
Commandment and the Great Commission were mentioned in every
transitioning church, either directly or indirectly. Transitioning church focus
group members talked lovingly about their congregational family but also
celebrated the newcomers in their church. When asked to talk about the most
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exciting recent events, respondents discussed the changed lives and new
families entering their church. They joyfully embraced new people and easily
assimilated them into the family. Not one of these focus group members ever
said the growth was stifling their sense of family. It had only increased because
the size of the family was larger. Their love for one another did not turn inward
and prevent others from entering the congregation. Their love for God had
compelled them to fulfill the Great Commission in their community.
Age of Congregants
An additional finding of the interviews and surveys pertained to age. The
transitioning churches were populated by a much younger adult constituency
than the control churches. Younger adherents may be a natural result of
growth; however, I believe it also represents the emphasis and value placed on
programs targeting these age groups. Transitioning churches worked very hard
to build buildings, reemphasize core ministries, and start programs with
outreach in mind. The purpose of these ministries was to provide an
opportunity for the church to reach families with children and teens. One
congregation had transitioned their worship style to one more musically
contemporary. One of the elderly respondents admitted her dislike for this
music and honestly expressed her sadness over the changes; however, she said,
“It’s not worth losing new people to get that old stuff back.”
Church Board
Discovering the difference between control churches and transitioning
churches regarding the makeup of the church board began as an unexpected
finding of the study, but emerged as a major finding from the project. Using a
fictional character, Bob, Gary McIntosh created a leadership fable of a small
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church pastor seeking to grow his church. He describes the growth the church
experienced and the sudden stalling out that accompanied a plateau they
reached along the way:
I agonized over what was holding us back. It soon dawned on me
that we weren’t adding new leaders to our boards and committees.
After making a list of our leaders, it was obvious that the same
individuals from the same families, who held leadership power
when the church was smaller, were still in control. If the main
families continue to be in control of the various boards and
committees, the church becomes a stretched cell. If new leaders
are assimilated into the numerous boards and committees, then
the church moves forward and truly becomes a medium-sized
church. (55-56)
The transitioning churches, perhaps without overt planning, placed fresh
leadership in key positions much sooner than the control churches. A much
higher percentage of transitioning church board members had been part of the
church five years or less. These persons bring new perspectives to the places
where vision is often first expressed and resource dollars are assigned.
Unexpected Findings
One of the unexpected findings was the discovery that four of the five
transitioning pastors were first-time senior pastors, and the fifth was a retired
evangelist.
A second unexpected finding related to the wide diversity of background
regarding formal theological education. Two of the five transitioning pastors
lacked formal theological education; one was a graduate of an online
denominational course of study program at Nazarene Bible College in Colorado
Springs, Colorado; two were master’s level graduates of Nazarene Theological
Seminary in Kansas City, Missouri. Among the control group pastors the
backgrounds were also varied. Two of the four were master’s level graduates of
Nazarene Theological Seminary; one graduated from a Nazarene college with a
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degree in religion; one received ministry training through various
correspondence courses.
A third unexpected finding related to the pastoral to program transition
itself. Two of the congregations were averaging about 250, clearly in program
territory, but still retained many of the characteristics of a pastoral model
church. The congregations remained in one worship service in spite of space
obstacles. The pastor continued to perform chaplaincy duties alone, and
volunteerism was still lacking as a value among the laity. These congregations
were still large, stretched cells beginning to understand and address the issues
related to becoming fully program churches. They should overcome these
obstacles due, in large part, to the pastors who lead them.
Finally, the categories of family, pastoral, and program model, while
legitimate, are somewhat fluid. Churches will struggle to move from one model
to another model with ease. They may always feel the tension of the stretched
cell even as their numerical achievements indicate successful transition.
Recommendations
The study of small church sociology and ministry would be beneficial to
persons called to serve local churches. Most students preparing for ministry in
denominational seminaries begin in family model or pastoral model churches,
but most are not exposed to small church growth literature or sociology. The
knowledge gained from focused study could be an invaluable tool in leading the
small church effectively.
The categories described in small church literature provide relevant
models for church leaders. Intentionality about the process of transition goes
hand in hand with the expectation of God’s spiritual blessing. The models
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described in this study are not infallibly prescriptive but they are descriptive.
The responses of those interviewed, along with my observations in this study,
demonstrate that knowledge of small church sociology can aid pastors and laity
in naming what they are feeling. The tension created during transition is real.
Helping pastors and laity describe what is happening in their congregation
could lesson the painful nature of change and the unnecessary conflict created
as a result of misunderstanding and/or ignorance.
Limitations of the Study
This study was limited by geography. All the churches selected were
within 350 miles of my home. As a result many cultural and regional biases
may be present. A nationwide sampling of congregations would have been a
good way to broaden the applicability of the results of the study.
Further, this study was limited to a focus population of nine Churches of
the Nazarene. The broader church was not represented in the study, although I
believe it is representative of many other denominations. Finally, it did not
include ethnically specific congregations, although two of the churches were
beginning to see multicultural and multiracial changes in the community and
congregation.
Contribution to Research Methodology
This study adds to the body of literature already available for those
interested in the growth of small churches. Very few studies deal with the
pastoral to program-size transition, and none exist in the Church of the
Nazarene. This project is an attempt to assist the 70 percent of all
congregations averaging less than one hundred in Sunday morning worship.
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Further Studies
Future research on these churches would enhance this study. Returning
to these congregations ten years from now to determine if they have remained
in a program model, moved to a corporate model, or returned to a pastoral
model would be helpful. Two of the congregations have new pastors, while three
of the transitioning pastors have remained. Studying the ability to sustain the
growth and transition of the church through pastoral change would add to the
understanding of church growth. Finally, the transitioning pastors’ educational
backgrounds were very broad. Being a strong proponent of theological
education, I think an enlightening project would seek to determine what impact
formal theological training has on one’s ability to build and lead a great church.
For those who attended universities and seminaries, perhaps studying what
aspects of their education and/or training, if any, enabled them to lead their
congregations to transition would be beneficial.
Summary
This study confirmed the results found in Chapter 2 regarding the
importance of spiritual renewal, pastoral leadership, lay empowerment, and
relational ministry in the transition from a pastoral-type church to a programtype church. The study also uncovered additional characteristics not expected
in the literature review.
This project, and the process of completing it, has reinforced my love for
healthy, growing, and missional small churches. In a world of megachurches
and large parachurch ministries, I believe more than ever small churches offer
the world something the large church struggles to replicate: a family where you
are known and loved.
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Throughout history God has taken the small and marginal and has
transformed communities and nations (Ray 13). I believe the small church, still
one of the most recognized institutions in North America, can impact its culture
with the gospel. Through this experience I have witnessed God’s ability to renew
and empower small churches in villages, small towns, and large cities.
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District Superintendent’s Endorsement

NORTH ARKANSAS DISTRICT
CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE
December 14. 2005
Rev. B.mey S. nlggott
District Superintendent

Re: Rev. Mark Lindstrom

To Whom It May Concern:
This is a leller of fe(;ommendat ion for Rev. Mark Lindstrom. Pasl0r of
lhe Bentonville Church of the Nazarene. 10 solicit the help of minislers
and laymen in order to complete research for a Doctoral study. Mark
has gone lhrough the ··Bceson" program for training min isters at Asbury
Theological Seminary.
The research that he has begun has placed your chu rch in a comparable
size group study dealing with transi tion. Our hope is that this
disserla!ion will not only meet [he standard for Mark . but will also
provid~ helpful informalion for The Church at large. Consequen[ly. I
hope IhaT you will g ive Mark your complete cooperalion a, he conduCIS
this research
Thank you for considering [his projecl to the glory of God.

Physioal Localion
Central Mall
SIll Rogers Avenue
Suite 447
Fon Smith. AR 72901

Maihng Add ....,
PO Box 10124

Fon Smith. AR 72917
Off, ~' 479.484.7556
IIome: 479.646.2433
Fa."<:
479.484.1\099
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Barney 8aggo[[.
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Cover Letter to Participating Pastors

CH URCH OF THE NAZARENE

BENTONVI L LE, ARKANSAS
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D«ember 14, 2005
Dear Pastor,

I am the pastor of B~ntonville Church of the Na7.arene in Bentonville, Arkansas, and a Doctor of
Ministry student at Asbury Theological Seminary. J am beginning the fieldwork stage for completion of
my dissertation and would like to solicit your assistance .
Much of the literature regarding church health and church growth centers on very large churches.
My project is focused on exploring the ministry opportunities and challenges smaller churches face in
the twenty-first century. I am interested in learning how churches. much like yours. prevail in the
current environment.
[ bel ieve your church's story can add to our denomination's desire 10 assist all our churches in the
redemptive task . [ wanl to learn from you and your church in order to assist the larger Church of the
Nazarene. I am requesting pennission 10 visit your congregation and do th~ follo wing:
•
•

Spend one hour with you to learn aboul your perspective on ministry and discover the leadership
goals and challenges you face as an efTective pastor.
Spend One hour with a group of your lay leaders . The group needs 10 be no less than five and no
more than ten people from your church. J am requesting a representative mi~ of your
congregation, especially a balance between those who have been at the church for many years and
those who have co me il110 the churd since 1998. You may select thi s team as you deem
appropriate. The interviews will be recorded. but confidentiality and anonymity for those
involved will be prote\:ted. The recording is for my purposes only . I have enclosed a letter of
consent stating the <arne
[fpossible, l"d love to schedu le these "' interview i" for a Wednesday afternoon and be part of your
mid-week service. [fanother day of the week works better for your congregation 's schedule, [ am
happy to oblige. Please be aware that Sundays are difficult since I have ministry reiponsibilities
at my church as well.

[ have enclosed a lencr of endorsement from General Superintendent, Jesse Middendorf. and my
District Superintendent. Rev. Barney Baggott (North Arkansas).

I will conta<;t you in the next week . If yo u have question s before my call, please feel free to call
me at the numbers listed above o r at my e_mail addrew mlindstromra hnal.org
May God continue to bless your ministry.
Sincerely,

Rev. Mark A. Lindstrom

220 N ORTHWEST A STREET, BENTO NVILL E., loR 72712 • T EL ErHONE (479)

( -m . il:

b nco drn i n 1i b~n t onYill~n .u ~ n •.

org

~73 -2132

• FAX t479) 273-3277
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APPENDIX D
Participants’ Consent Form

CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE

BENTONV I LLE, ARKANSAS

Mil-itt:: .... U."0S'fR()).1

s..... "",...

O£lI8IE MAKT1:«
OiL/mt·. M..........

MALMCco.Wl£Y

MlOlE1..EPARKS

~Ml.''''''''

_0;....."

December 12.2005
Dear Panicipant:
I am pMlor of Benlonville Church oCthe Nazarene and. Do<:tor of Ministry participanl at Asbury
l1>eological Seminary. [am conducting research on the vanoos ministry Ipproaches Ind challenges
facing smaller churches in the Church of the Nuan:nc. I would like 10 interview between five.nd ten
people from cach congregaliQn and you have been selected by)'OIII" paStor as one invited 10 assist in the
study.
Since your comments are personal, and potentially sensitive, I w8ntto assure you thaI yOllr
respon ses will be kept confidential. [do not want to jeopardi7.c your relationships in your ellllrch, so I will
not ask for your name during the interview, ~ data will be collected and coded using the name of the
congregation only,
I believe smaller churchesofTer unique possibility for God's kingdom. I believe fmdin8$ from tllis
study will allow me to ass.i!il congregations as they seck to reich their p<Menlial for ministry. My hope is
Ihal churches from around tile country will be helped bo=cause you, and others like YOll, have taken the
time to panicipale.
The responses n:<;orded during tile interview will assist me as I discover characterist ics shared by
eaell oflhe churches studied. Once my dissertation is written and approved, [will destroy Ihe recordings.
J>lu~ know thaI )'0" ~... n ~f".., 10 ..... pond 10 an)' or mil oflhe questions 3Sl<ed in our inlerview. I
realize your panicipation is entirely voluntary and I appreciate your willingness 10 be part of the study.
Feel free \0 call or write me at Illy time if you need any mOR information. My number is 479-273-2132
and my e-mail is mlj!!dmom'S'asbyO'5(rojnaO'sdu.

Thank)'Ou for )'Our help. IfyOll an: willing 10 assi!il me in this study. please sign and (\ale tIIis Jener
below to indicale )'Our yoluntary panicipalion.
Sincerely,

Rev. Mark A. Lindstrom

[ volunteer 10 participate in the !iludy described above and so indicate by my signalure below:
Yoursignature, ___ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Dale: _ __ _ __ _ __
Please print your name: _______ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

120 NQRTttWEST A STREET, 8E:«TONVILLE. All 7271!' HLEPItONE (H91 Z73·Z13Z · FAX 147<11 :13·3277

E_rn.i\:

bn<.d"';n ii b~nlonv;ll~na .... n~.org
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APPENDIX E
Historical Numerical Data

DEMOGRAPHIC SURVEY
STATISTICAL INFORMATION (Ten-year trend)
Name of Church __________________________________________________________

Year
1.01
A.M worship
average
1.02
Sunday
school
average
1.03
Membership
1.04
Attendance
composite
(average of
A.M., S.S.,
membership
)
1.05
Members
received as
New
Nazarenes
(profession
of faith &
commendati
on)
1.08
Total raised
annually
1.09
Average
raised per
week

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004
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APPENDIX F
Pastoral Survey
A. General Information (Church)
2.01

Name of Church ________________________________________________

2.02

Telephone Number ______________________________________________

2.03

Address of Church ______________________________________________

2.04

City ______________________ 2.05 State ________ 2.06 Zip __________

2.07

County __________________________

2.08

How many years has the church been at this location? ___________

2.09

Has the church remodeled in the last 10 years?
Yes ______________

No ______________

If so, what primary changes occurred?
2.10

Has the church relocated in the past 10 years?
Yes ______________

2.11

No ______________

What percentage of your adult congregation fits into the following age
categories? (Give your best guess)
Age 18-30 __________ 31-45 __________

46-59__________

Age 60-69 __________ 70 & up ________
2.12

Based on your opinion, what percentage of your congregation is:
Male ______________

2.13

Female ______________

What percentage of your adult congregation fits the following household
income categories?
$0-25,000 _________ $26-40,000_________ $41-74,000_________
Over $75,000 __________

2.14

What percentage of the congregation has attended:
0-2 years __________ 3-5 years __________ 6-10 years __________
10-20 years ___________ Over 20 years ___________
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2.15

What percentage of the official Church Board has attended:
Less than 5 years __________ 6-10 years __________
10-20 years ___________ Over 20 years ___________

2.16

What were the previous four pastors’ (including you) years of service to
the church?
1. ________________ - ________________
2. ________________ - ________________
3. ________________ - ________________
4. ________________ - ________________

B. General Information (Community)
2.17

What best describes your church setting (check all that apply)?
________ Open country
________ Small town
________ Central city or downtown
________ Older suburban
________ Newer suburban
________ Rural becoming suburban or urban
________ Experiencing cultural transition
________ County seat

2.19

What has been the general population trend in the areas served by your
church in the last ten years?
________ Sharp decline (-10% or more)
________ Moderate decline (-5-10%)
________ Slight decline (-1-5%)
________ No change
________ Slight increase (1-5%)
________ Moderate increase (5-10%)
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________ Sharp increase (10% or more)
2.20

Has there been a shift in ethnic makeup in your community in the last
ten years?
________ None
________ Some
________ Much
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